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MECHANICS OF SOIL EROSION FRQ!II OVERLA.\lD FLOW 
GENERATED BY SUlULATED RAINFALL 
The mechanics of soi l erosion from overland f l ow generated by simulated rainfall are studied experi mentally 
and analytically . The experiments were conducted in a 4 ' deep, 5' wide and 16 ' long flume at the Colorado State 
University Engineering Resea.rch Center. Twenty-four runs were made over bare (without vegetation) sandy soi l, 
using six different slopes (5. 7 to 40 percent) and four different rainfall i ntensities (1. 25 to 4.60 in. per 
hour). 
Flow under rainfall conditions cannot be strictly called laminar, but neither is it turbulent. The Reynolds 
number (q0 X/v) range (0 to 130) was small in these exper iments. The flow was influenced by viscosity, and 
perturbations t•ere damped. However, flow subjected to a continuous series of perturbations, such as r a indrop 
impact appears turbulent and may be called agitated laminar flow . Froude numbers ranged from 0.5 to 5. 4. The 
majority of the flows were super cr i tical. 
Momentum and continuity equations for steady, spatially varied overland flow under rainfall wer e derived, 
and boundar y shear stress, r 0 , was calculated from the momentum equat ion with a numerical approximation. The 
stream power was then related to sediment yield as a transport model. A longitudinal mean l ocal velocity equa-
tion f or steady spatially varied overland f low i n terms of friction s l ope, rainfall excess , length of run. vis-
cosity, and gravitational acceleration t~as also derived and test ed. Predicted velocities with this equation wer e 
comparable to the velocities measured in t he experimenta l runs . Dimensional analysis was performed on all vari-
ables, and the data were ana lyzed by computer, using a nonlinear multiple r egression method . Prediction equa-
tions were developed from these methods of analysis , and models were tested. It was concluded that sediment 
transport models from dimensional analysis, dat a analysis, and analytical approaches are similar. Velocity, 
slope , and rainfall intensities were found to be the most important variables affecting soil erosion. In sedi -
ment-transport pr ediction equa.tions, the slope and Reynolds number proved to be dominant parameters. 
Sediment yield from overl and flow for l aboratory conditions can be predicted by the equations developed in 
this study. For field conditions, the equations can be used as f irst approximations of soil loss due to over-
l and f l ow. The numerical const ant of the prediction equations would need to be modified for different soil cor\-
ditions . 
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Par amount among man ' s ecol ogical concerns are the 
conservation, development, and use of soil and water 
resources, including the control of soil erosion . 
Loss of surface soil through erosion means decreased 
soil fertility as ~~ell as reduced stoTage in reser-
voirs and r educed capacity of rivers to carry flood 
flows because of sedimentation . This study deals 1dth 
soil erosion - the r emoval or detachment and t rans-
por tation of soil particles f r om their environment by 
water, more particularly sheet erosion of the soil by 
over land flow. Sheet erosion results from two pro-
cesses , detatchment and t r ansport, and from t wo 
agents, rainfall and overland flow (flowing surface 
water). 
The process begins when raindrops hit the earth ' s 
sur face; they detach soil part icl es by their i mpact 
and t ransport them by spl ash . The diameter of the 
raindrops, their distribution, their velocity, and 
their total mass or kinetic energy at impact determine 
the detachi ng capacity of r ainfal l . The available 
detached particles, the rainfall excess, and the slope 
of overland surface determine its transporting capac-
ity. Unl ess the soi l surface is covered by vegetat i on, 
rainfall alone can detach and transport tremendous 
quantities of soil downslope . 
!-lost eroded particles, however, are moved down-
slope by overland flow, which occurs when there is no 
more surface storage capacity and the rainfall inten-
sity exceeds the infiltration rate of the soil. The 
detaching and transporting capacity of overland flo'" 
depends on surface slope, velocity, and depth of flow, 
that i s, the shear stress or tractive f orce on the 
soil boundary . Physicochemical properties, especi all y 
the cohesiveness of soil particles, determine the de-
gree of detachability of the soil. The cohesiveness 
and dispersion of soil component s ar e determined by 
the silt-plus-clay and organic-matter content of the 
soil. The smaller the silt-plus-clay percentage, the 
greater the dispersion ; the l ess the cohesion, the 
greater the erosion. Size distribution, diameter and 
shape of soil grains, availability of detached parti-
cles, and slope of sur face all i nfluence transport-
ability. 
· In this study, "erosion" refers to t he removal of 
soil particles by overland flow resulting from rain-
fa l l; because of the noncohesiveness of the sandy soil 
used, the soil detaching-and-transporti ng capacity of 
raindrop impact was ignored. The behavior of sediment 
transportation by streams has been of interest to en-
gineers for many years . However, apart from a few 
papers, notabl y Ellison (1947), Meyer and Monke(l965), 
and Meyer (1971) , littl e comprehensive work has been 
done to show t he basi c mechanics of soil erosion re-
sulting from overland flow generated by rainfall. Yet 
the mechani cs of soil erosi on i s an important study . 
Although research in the field provided equations 
for conservation technicians, these, were not designed 
to meet . the present need for a mathematical model to 
simulate soil erosion as a dynamic process . Ellison 
(1947) analyzed separat ely each factor and component 
of erosion ·by water . Meyer and Wischmeier (1969) sim-
ulated the process of soil erosion by a mathematical 
model using various component subproc es ses such as 
soil detachment by rainfal l , transport by rainfal l, 
detachment by runoff, transport by runoff, and their 
interaction. They evaluated t he four subprocesses 
for successive slope- length i ncrements . They thus 
simulated soil erosion as a dynamic process and de-
scribed soil movement at al l locations along a slope 
at any gi ven time . ~leyer (1971) , referring t o this 
method as a new approach, maintained : ''The development 
of a mathematical model for simulating the process of 
soil erosion by '"ater pr omises to af for d great er pr e-
cision in soil- loss evaluations on upland areas . '" 
Al though geologist s, agronomists , and hydraulic 
engineers have given attention to problems of erosion 
and sedimentation, much of their work has little prac-
tical appl ication to t he sheet erosion pr oblem. For 
example, geologists have attempted to study sedi menta-
tion in relation to a par ent material and soil charac-
teristics with a l arge time scale; agr onomists have 
studied soil properties in relation to erosion, but 
have made litt l e effort to relate erosion to hydrau-
l ics, since most of their research has studied erosion 
qualitatively. Because they already had a sufficient-
l y complex prob lem with stream erosion , hydraulic en-
gineers have displayed little interest in soil erosion. 
The problem requires the comprehensiveness of an in-
terdi scipl inary approach; t hus, it requires the coop-
eration of geologists, agronomists, watershedmanagers, 
and engineers. 
Since the phenomenon of soil erosion is compl ex, a 
purely theoretical approach is impractical; asimulated 
model where f ac tors can be controlled or altered is 
desir ed. For t hat reason, this study used both empir-
ical data and analysis. The experimental results were 
obt ained f rom an outdoor physical model wit h give·n and 
l imi ted variables. 
The research , conducted at Colorado St ate Univer-
sity's rainfall-runoff facili t y, used simulated rain-
fall upon a sandy soil in a plywood f lume to investi-
gate land slopes up to 40 percent and rainfal l i nten-
sities up to 4. 6 in. per hour. In this research, 
the discharge, velocity, depth of flow, and rate of 
sediment ation were measur ed for each slope and i nten-
sity of rai nfall. Analysis of the experimental data 
l ed to the formulation of an equation to predict soil 
l oss fr om a singl e , shor t -duration st orm, an equation 
that can be applied in the field. Since the theoreti-
cal reasoning of the study is supported by statistical 
results, the formula appears to be useful. 
Up to now no study has been conducted on slopes 
r eaching up t o 40 percent ; the value of se l ecting such 
a steep slope is its usefulness in the study o.f the 
upland areas of a watershed. Devel opi ng an equation 
to predict soil loss offers a practical way to calcu-
late expected soil loss and i mprove soil conservation 
practices . 
OVERLAND FLOW HYDRAULICS 
Overland flow is that part of t he surface runoff 
which flows i n a t hin sheet over the l and surface 
toward stream channels. Hydrologists have long sought 
a more sophisticated method of predicting overl and 
runoff to determine rainfall- runoff relationships. 
They are also i nterested in calculating the ~~ater-sur­
face profile of overland flow, especially under the 
action of rainfall. Because overland flow is uns.teady 
and spatially varied, predicting it by means of a hy-
dr aulic procedure i s diffi cult . Flow dept hs may vary 
with rate of flow and nature of surf ace; and flow may 
be laminar, turbulent, or both. The impact of roll 
waves and raindrops on the sheet of fl01~ing water also 
contributes to the unsteadiness of overland flow 
(Robertson, et al., 1964). The flow is unsteady and 
nonuniform, the fluid treated as incompressible and 
viscous. Further assumptions are unidirectional, two-
dimensional flow with constant intensity of rainfall 
and constant infiltration. TWo equations can be de-
veloped for overland flow, one based on the principle 
of conservation of cass and the other on the principle 




The continuity equation is 
aciihJ • 
Clx 
or ah -+ 
Clt 
(1) 





• inflow rate or rainfall excess (L/ t ) 
g • the acceleration of gravity (L/t2) , 
S
0 
• the bottom slope (L/L) , 
Sf • the friction slope (L/L) defined by an 
appropriate relation such as Darcy-Weisbach, 
-u 
Ch,z:y or ~Ianning ' s Equation, 
mean local velocity component in x direc-
tion (L/t) , 
h • depth of flow (L) , 
v ~ the x component of the velocity of the 
lateral inflow (L/t) , and 
x and t • space and time coordinates, respectively. 
These two nonlinear par tial differential equations for 
graduall y var ied unsteady flow were first derived by 
de St . Venant, the late 19th century French mathema-
tician. 
Although there is no standard method of obtaining 
overland flow, all equations use the same principles. 
They differ in their coordinate systems, symbols, as-
sumptions, definitions , evaluation of ter ms, and gen-
er al form depending on the i nvestigat or' s area of in-
terest . 
The following derivation of the moment um and con-
tinuity equalions for overland flow under rainfall is 
made for a control volume of the fixed Cart esian Coor-
dinat e System (Fig. I); the derivation gives results 
similar to those presented by Chen and Chow (1968). 
Steady, spatially varied, unidirectional, two-dimen-
sional flow; uniform, constant infiltr ation and rain-
fall intensity; and momentum and vel ocit y correction 
coefficients of unity are assumed. From ~ewton's Sec-
ond Law of Mot1.on (F .. ~13 , where F is a vector 
force, a 15 a vector acceleration, - is vector s~gn. 
and M is mass) at equilibrium conditi on, the summa-
tion of the forces acting on the control volume in the 
direction of flow must equal the change in momentum 
flux within the control volume. All forces are taken 
in x direction. 
Momentum flux at section one is 
-2 pu h or pqu ' 
2 
in which 
p • mass density of water (Ft 2;L4) , and 
q • unit discharge (L3/tl). 
!! ! i!!l!!!! !!l! 
o, Overlond Flow Pro f ile 
X 
b. T wo -Dimensiona l Car tesian Coord inate System 
ond Con trol Volume of Over la n d F low SeC)mt nl 
Fig. 1. Overland flow on an inclined surface under 
rainfall and infiltration. 
Momentum flux at section two is 
p(u + du2) (h + dh) • or p(q • dq) (u + du), 
and addition of momentum by rainfall in x direction 
on control volume is 
in which 
in 
r • rainfall intensity (L/t) , 
Vt • terminal velocity of raindrop (L/t) , 
8 • an angle of inclination (degrees), and 
dx • the distance increment (L) . 
The net change of momentum flux on control 
the direction of X with the dx increment 
p(q + dq) cii • dii> - pqu - prVtsin e dx. 






in which dM represents the net change of momentum 
flux (F) 
The forces acting on the control volume are pres-
sure, gravity, and skew. Although pressure distribu-
tion is assumed to be hydrostatic, the over pressure 
head h* due to raindrop impact, is also included in 
pressure force evaluation. Over pressure head, h* 
was first defined by Chen (1962) and later by Grace 
and Eagleson (1965) as: 
h* (4) 
in which 
the momentum correction factor for the ter-
minal drops car is assumed unity here), and 
h* the over pressure head due to raindrop im-
pact (L). 
The pressure force in x direction at section one is 
~ pg (h cos e + h*) 2. 
The pressure force at section two is 
~ pg [Ch + dh) cos e • h*] 2. 
The net pressure on the control volume, after simpli-
fying and ignoring all small terms, is 
(pg cos2 6 hdh + pgh*dh) . 
The gravity force is simply a weight component of the 
control volume i n the x direction that can be ex-
pressed as 
pgh sin 6 dx 






represents the average boundary shear 
stress (F/L2). Equating the change of momentum to 
the summation of all forces in the x direction (as 
positive) will yield: 
pudq + pqdu - prV sin e dx = pgh sin e dx 
t 
- pg cos2 6 hdh - pgh*dh - T dx 
0 
Dividing this equation by dx, 
-~ du P (u dx + q dx) - prVt sin 6 ~ pgh sin 6 
- pg (cos2 e h dh + h* dh) 
dx dx 
Rearranging, 
- T • 
0 
d(uqJ p dx - prVt sin e = pgh sin e 
dh 2 








form of the momentum equation then becomes 
P dCu
2hJ _ 
dx prVt sin 6 = pgh sin 9 
d 2 2 
- pg dx (~ h cos 6 + hh*) - r
0
.(8) 
For incompressible steady flow, the continuity 
equation in the vector integral form is 
ffv · c!A=o (9) 
c.s. 
in which 
V = the vector fluid velocity, 
dA the vector differential area on the control 
surface, CldAI n) , and 
c.s . = the control surface. 
After summing, the inflows through c.s. are equal to 
outflow through c.s. , which yields 
uh + (r - I) dx = (u + du) (h + dh) (10) 
in which I = the i nfiltration rate (L/t). Simplify-
ing and rearranging this equation reduces it to 
Further rearranging, and substituting q
0 
makes the continuity equation 
or 
(11) 
r - I, 
(12) 
The problem of overland flow is not only to derive 
the governing equations, but also to solve them for 
velocity and depth with respect to time and space co-
ordinates. A major difficulty in solving the equa~ions 
is to express the friction function under rainfall im-
pact. (In kinematic-wave approximation, S 
0 
, slope 
of surface, is assumed equal to Sf , friction s l ope.) 
The problem is complex; in order to arrive at an ana-
lytical solution, one must simplify. Hence, the char-
acteristics me·thod and the finite-difference method 
have been widely used. Even the numerical solutions 
of equations require certain simplifications and as-
sumptions before they can be put into the form of nu-
merical analysis. Woolhiser and Liggett (1967, p. 754) 
described the problem as follows: 
. .. there is no general analytic solution to 
this system of equat ions. Analytic solutions 
have been restricted to limited regions of the 
solution domain or to special cases where 
suitable simpl ifications could be made. Numer-
ical and graphical solutions have been obtained 
for some special cases. Unfortunately, graphi-
cal techniques are prohibitively slow, and many 
of the finite difference schemes have exhibited 
convergence problems . 
Existing overland flow equations (shallow water 
equations) may be used not only for rainfall-runoff 
relations, routing problems, and flow profile calcula-
tions, but al so for sediment transport and er osion 
problems. Velocity and depth profiles can be used to 
evaluate the overland flow process. The tractive force 
approach can be related to overland flow characteris-
tics to evaluate the rate of sediment transport over 
land surface . Tractive force and stream power can also 
be found by examining length of overland flow in rela-
tion to erosion as determined by the overland flow 
equation and its analysis. 
~tathematical models describing velocity profiles 
use certain assumptions for steady, spatial l y varied 
overland flow, with and without raindrop impact. Re-
cent studies by Yoon and Wenzel (1971) and by Kisisel 
(1971) show that raindrop impact retards the surface 
vel ocity of the flow and increases resistance to flow. 
At present, there is no way to express theoretically 
this velocity profile and friction factor (friction 
slope). The following analysis attempts to express 
velocity, depth , and boundary shear in terms of rain-
fall excess , distance, and slope. 
Vertical Vel ocity Profile 
This model, assuming that there i s no raindrop 
impact and that laminar flow velocity profiles are 
similar a l ong the overland distance, shows the veloc-
ity profile of overland flow in the vertical direction 
as a second-degr ee curve of the form presented in 
Fig. 2a . 
y y 
u max 
a . Velocity profile 
without raindrop 
impact. 
b. Velocity profile 
with raindrop 
impact . 
Fig . 2. Vel ocity profiles 
The velocity profile model is 
u = Q y + B y 2 ' (13) 
in which Ct and 8 constants. 
The constants of Eq . (13) can be determined by employ-
ing the boundary and initial conditions (B.C., l.C.), 
which are 
and 
u = 0 when y 0 
u = umax when y h 
du = 0 dy when y = h 
Applying these conditions , E~. (13) 
results: 
0 0 + 0 
u = ah + Sh2 max 
B.C . 
I. C. 
l eads to these 
( 14) 
du dy = a + 2Sy ~ 0 a + 2Sh . (15) 
4 







max (17) -7 
Substituting these values into Eq. (13) yields the 
vertical velocity profile for laminar overland flow, 
which is 
2umax umax 2 
u = - h-y - -;:-y (18) 
Unit discharge and mean velocity can be determined as 
follows: 
h 
q uh " J udy. (19) 
0 
Substituting the equation for u , yields 
q 
and then by differentiating 
J
h ( 2umax 2 umax 
qc -- y- - -
0 2h 3h2 
The following is obtained : 
umax h l) 
q = umax h - ---3--- = umax h (l - 3 
equating gives 
q = t umax h u h 
Solving for u yields 
2 
u = 3 umax 
(20) 
(21) 
2 3 umax h (22) 
(23) 
(24) 
This relation can also be obtained by any calculus 
using parabolic-curve properties. For furtheranalysis, 
differentiation of u is required, and is as follows: 
"'hen y = o 
2u 2u 
du max ~ax y 
dy = - h- - h-
du 2umax 
dy = -h- or 
du 3u 
dy = h 
Longitudinal Mean Velocity Profile (u f(x)) 
(25) 
(26) 
~lean velocity profile (Fig. 3) as a function of 






y t he specific weight of water (F /L 3) 
1J the dynami c viscosity of water (F - t/L 2) 
' 
d = the normal depth of flow (L). and 
y 
~ ~ ~ ~ q) • ~ ~ 
ij 
)( 
Fig. 3. Overl and f lo14 profile . 
The right side of the equation is the Newt onian defi-
nition of shear stress; the l eft side of the equation 
comes from the boundary-shear s t ress r elation for 
steady uniform flOI4. \\~1en y ., 0 , 
tuting t hese values of ~~ into Eq . 
du 3u . 
dy ., ll ; substl-
(28) yields 
(29) 
If we assume h • d and substitute ~ 
y pg , the equati on becomes 
p\J and 
3u 
p g d sf~ pv d ' (30) 
in which v _ the kinematic viscosity of water (L2/t~ 




If the continuity equation is applied, 
q "' q
0
X = ud , 
where X ., the l ength of surface (di stance) ( L) . 
ving for d from the above rel ation yields 
-u 
Substituti ng this relation into Eq. (31) gives 
2 
u = g_sf (qox ) 
,)\) -
u 
Tf the terms are rearranged, 
-3 a 5f 2 2 







taking t he cube root gives the mean velocity profile 
of overl and flow as a function of distance, friction 
slope, rai nfall excess, and known constants . The fina l 
relation is 
5 
- (L) 1/ 3 5 1/3 q 2/3 x2/ 3 u = 3v f o ' (36) 
or 
- = (L) l/3 1/3 2/3 
u 3v sf q (37) 
To sol ve this equation, Sf must be evaluated. For a 
short segment of overland, and ignoring raindrop im-
pact on shal l ow floN, Sf may be assumed equal to S
0
. 
Mean Velocity Profile of Retarded Overland Flow 
If similar analysis is conducted for the ve.locity 
profile, where the surface velocity is retarded by 
rainfall dr ops , assumi ng d
1 
= h/ 3 and d
2 
= dh/ 3 in 
Fig. 2b, the mean velocity profile of overland flow 
will be (where d1 is the affected depth of flow and 
d2 is the unaffected depth of flow i n feet) 
- _ (_g_) 113 s l /3 2/3 x2/3 
u - 4v f qo · (38) 
The only di f ference between Eq . (36) and Eq. (23) is 
the presence of (4) instead of (3) . 
~lean Depth of Overland Flow 
Using the continuity equation and Eqs. (33) and 





Friction Slope, Sf , and Friction factor, f 
Solving Eq. (31) for Sf in terms of depth and 
velocity of flow, and using Darcy-Weisbach relation 
and uniform- f l ow friction-slope assumption yie lds 










where f is the Dar cy-Weisbach friction coefficient . 
Recent studies by Li (1972), Kisisel (1971), and Yoon 
and l~enzel (1971) show t hat raindrop impact on flow 
increases t he f rict i on fact or and, as a resul t , the 
f r iction s l ope, Sf , and the boundary shear, t
0
. Li 
(1972) measured boundary shear, t
0 1 
under simulated 
rainfal l in the CSU hydraulics laboratory and calcu-
lated friction factors, f , for given rainfall inten-
sities and slopes . He obtained t he following empirical 
relation from nonlinear regression ana l ysis: 
27 162 .407 + 24 f = • r 
Re (43) 
where Re is the Reynolds number. The above rel ation-
ship is for a smooth bed; i f this equation is to be 
used f or our case, t he constant, 24, should bechanged. 
The friction slope under raindrop i mpact will be dif-
ferent from the friction slope of uniform-flow assump-
t i on. The friction slope modified by r aindrop impact, 
S£ , was given by Chen and Chow (1968) as fol l ows: 
h* 
S£ " h cos e .£.!! cos 6 + sf ax (44) 
where S£ is t he modified friction slope due to rain-
drop i mpact (L/L) . Using the Darcy- Weisbach formula, 
friction slope, Sf , in terms of f , u , and d, is 
-2 
S = .i_ .,..--"u-...,.. 
f 8g h cos 6 . (45) 
The modified friction slope due to raindrop impact in 
terms of modified friction factor becomes 
- 2 
S* ,. f: u f 8g ;-h-c~o-s-::-8 ' (46) 
where f* = modified frict ion coefficient due to rain-
drop impact. Equating Eqs. (44) and (46) and sol ving 
for f* will yield 
f* 
For laminar 
f , i s given as 
h* ah 
_2 ax cos e 
u 
uniform fl ow, 





the fr iction factor, 
(48) 
where C = constant (as a special 
overl and flow and Reynolds number 
cas e, C = 24 for 
i s in the form of 
Re = uh cos 6 g_ = qo\ . 
" v " 
The fol lowing relationships of f riction factors 
are given by Chen and Chow (1968). For turbulent flow 
on smooth surfaces , t he friction factor is 
- 1- .. 2 log10 Re If+ 0.404 (49) If 
For turbul ent flow on rough surfaces, the friction 
factor is 
_1_ = 2h cos e 2 1 og 1 0 k + 1. 7 4 , If 
(50) 
where k is t he roughness size of the surface t exture. 
It may be used as k = d84 , where d84 is diameter 
of sediment of which 84 percent i s finer than this 
diameter. Chen and Chow (1968) commented t hat the as-
sumption t hat 500 is the lower critical Reynolds number 
for f low without rainfall and 200 with rainfall is ar-
bitrary. They expressed the critical Reynolds number, 
Re , (defined as rainfall excess times lengt h of runs 
divided by kinematic viscosity) , expl icit l y in terms 
6 
of rel ative roughness by equat i ng Eqs. (48) and (SO) 
for f : 
Rc = C (2 l og10 
2
h c~s e + 1.74) 2 (51) 
where Rc critical Reynolds number. Accordi ng to 
Eq. (51) , the Reynol ds number of the pr esent study 
fa l ls in the laminar-flow category. 
Average Boundary Shear Stress and Stream Power of 
Overland Flow 
Substituting Eq . (40) into Eq . (27) gives t he 




= (3g 3 )1/3 5 2/3 1/3 xl/3 P v f qo (52) 
The product of Eqs. (36) and (52) yields the following 
re lation for stream power : 
where P 
s the stream power of f l ow (F/L-t) . 
(53) 
In sediment transport, eval uation of boundary 
shear, t
0 
, and stream power, Ps , is i mportant. 
Since analytical solution for T
0 
or Ps is i mpossi-
ble because friction slope, Sf , and friction f actor 
f , are unknown, and since sediment transport i s 
closely related to t
0 
or Ps , these should be eval -
uated either· experimentally or numerical ly or both. 
Calculation of Sf or f can be done only for uni-
form flow; hence there is no way of finding f and Sf 
analytically for spatially varied f low, except through 
simplifications and r estrictive assumptions. ~1oreover, 
raindrop impact further compl icates the problem. 
Shear stress, t
0 
, can be measured di rectly in 
flumes without sediment transport, but it cannot be 
measured i n overland flow wi th sediment transport . In 
this study, t
0 
will be approximated by solving t he 
momentum equation (8) numerically . 









h) .. - p dx p r v t sin e . (54) 
d(uh) Substituting t he value of h* , -- - q
0 
, q ~ q
0 
X, 
d(q x;li dx -
H X/- and dh 0 ~ qo · u dx ~ --=-d:-x - into Eq. (54) will 
yield the final form of T 
0 
as follows: 
T s L.S. sin 6 • il r 1ft sin a - l::! 
0 u u 
, p r V cos2 
cus• 6 - __ .:..t __ _ 
u 
o X r v cos2 a • ~ du cos e + t 
-3 dx -2 
u u 
Jii - du 
JX ·P uq
0 
• p q ;fi( . (55) 
Equation (55) can be solved by numerical approxi-
mation using ~~ obtained from the graph or, for short 
increment, with the following relationship: 
(56) 
in which i the increment or step number. To solve 
Eq. (55), the followl~ calculations were made: ex-
perimental values of u were plotted versus x , and 
best polynomial curve fit was done with computer anal-
ysis of data. From these curves ~~ was obtained for 
ax = 1 foot. Terminal velocity of raindrop, required 
in Eq. (55), was calculated by using the equation de-
rived by Chow and Harbaugh (1965), namely: 
v .. (4y d3 I 3pa c d2)" (57) t r d 1 
where 





the mass density of air (ft2/L4) (assumed 
0.0024 lb/sec2/ft4), 
the drag coefficient of air (0.4 for hemi-
sphere), 
the diameter of the transformed hemisphere, 
which is geometrically equal to 1.25 dr (L). 
found to equal 16.5 feet per second for the 
present study. The remaining terms needed in Eq. (55) 
were obtained from experimental data. Substituting 
the values of the terms into Eq. (55), T was calcu-
o 
lated for each run at the end of flow. This data will 
be presented in a following section. This method al-
lowed the values of 1
0 
to include effect of raindrop 
impact on friction factor, f , and friction slope, 
s f , without determining them. 
SOIL EROSION BY NATER 
El li son (1947), one of the first investiga-
tors to make comprehensive studies of soil erosion, 
defined it as "a process of detachment and transporta-
tion of soil materials by erosive agents . " Although 
current analyses are more mathematical, Ellison's def-
initions and approaches are still valid. He divided 
soil erosion into four processes--detachment and 
transport of soil by rainfall and detachment and trans-
port of soil by overland flow- - he then studied each 
independently. ~!eyer and 1-lonke (1965) and Meyer (1971) 
applied these categories and studled them furhter. 
Although rainfall and runoff erosion may be 
studied separately, erosion is usually the r esult of 
the combined effect of raindrop impact (splash) firs t 
and subsequent runoff (overland flow). Water erosion 
occurs in three stages: sheet, rill, and gully. Sheet 
erosion was defined by the Soil Conservation Society 
of America i n 1952 as "removal of a fairly uniform 
layer of soil or material from the land surface by the 
act ion of rainfall and runoff. " The rill or microchan-
nel stage begins after runoff occurs (when removal of 
soil is caused by raindrop splash only, it is uniform). 
During the "rill erosion" stage, the runoff creates 
more and deeper microchannels. Gullies start to form 
when concentration and chamelization of runoff increase. 
7 
The ba~ic factors affecting soil erosion are 
climate, topography, soi l, vegetation, and the human 
factor. Baver (Soil Physics, 1965) summarizes these 
factors as follows: 
Erosion=~ (C1, T, V, S, H) 
in which 
c l the climatic factors, 
T the topographic factors, 
V the vegetative factors , 
S = the soil factors , and 
H the human factor. 
FACTORS AFFECTING SOIL EROSION DUE TO WATER 





Dhpershe effects of raindrops 
~-::ount 1nd velocity Gt TUnoff 
Re$istance of soU to 
dispersion and eove• cnt 
det.entlned by 
Any of these factors can create a rainfall erosion 
problem. The two most important influences, s l ope and 
rainfall, affect bare soil more than vegetated soi l. 
The following discussion deals with each group of 
factors in turn. 
Of the major c l imatic factors (rainfall, wind, 
temperature, snow), rainfall is obviously the most i m-
portant. IHnd erosion, because it is an entirely dif-
ferent field, will not be discussed here, nor will 
temperature, because its effect is dependent on so 
many other factors (variability of soil moisture, 
compactness , and permeability; and change ofviscosity, 
which affects suspension in runoff). 
Wischmeier (1959) found that the rainstorm param-
eter most highly correlated with soil loss from fallow 
ground was a product term: 'kinetic energy of the storm 
times maximum 30-minute rainfall intensity. This prod-
uct is called "rainfall-erosion index ." The rainfall-
erosion index explained 72 to 97 percent of the varia-
tion in individual-storm erosion from tilled continu-
ous fallow ground on each of six widely scattered 
soil s (Smith and Wischmeier, 1962). Kinetic energy i s 
a function of the combination of drop velocities and 
rainfall amount. The maximum 30-minute intensity is 
an indication of the excess rainfall available for 
runoff. 
Erosion is a problem on bare soil wherever the 
topography is even slightly rolling. Thus, slope is 
~he main topographical feature with which erosion study 
is concerned. To illustrate: Zingg (1940) found that 
ory 'slopes of less than 10 percent, erosion approxi-
mately doubled as s l ope increased twofold. 
~!uch work has been done under both field and sim-
ulated rainfall conditions to evaluate the effect of 
magnitude and length of slope on erosion , but little 
has been done to evaluate that of the curvature of 
s l ope . The effect of degree of slope on soil loss 1<1as 
studied under spri nklers by Duley and Hays (1932), 
Neal (1938), Borst and Woodburn (1940), and Zingg 
(1940). Borst and lloodburn (1940) found soil loss 
under artificial rainfall propor tional to S 1· 30 , in 
0 
which is in 
proportional to 
intensity of rain 
percent. 
so · 7rl.2 
Neal (1938) found soil l oss 
in which r represents 
in in . per hour. 
The major soil factors affecting erosion and run-
off are the texture, structure, permeability, compact-
ness, and infiltration capacity of the soil profile. 
Erodibility, detachability, and transportability of 
the soil determine the rate and amount of soil erosion . 
Under the same hydraulic, climatic, topographic, and 
vegetative conditions, different types of soil have 
the potential for different erodibility and soil loss. 
The studies cited in the preceding paragraph showed 
that a silty clay loam eroded more on the flatter 
slopes than did a sandy soil, while the same loam 
eroded less on steeper slopes than did a sandy soi l. 
Soil scientists have long been interested in ob-
taining an index of the erodibility of soils by mea-
suring some physical properties of soil. One of the 
first to attempt to do so \;as ~liddleton (1930) , who 
measured the physical properties of soils from various 
experimental stations and made correlat ion analyses 
between these properties and amount of erosion mea-
sured in the field. !lis "dispersion ratio" and "ero-
sion ratio" are the erosion indices which relate ero-
sion to the physical characteristics of soil . The 
dispersion ratio is obtained by dividing the amount of 
silt and clay in a sediment sample by the total quan-
tity of silt-plus-cl ay present in the soil (found by 
suspending the soil in pure water). The erosion ratio 
equals the dispersion ratio divided by the colloid-
moist ure equivalent ratio.lf The greater i ts disper-
sion and erosion ratio, the more easily a soi l can be 
dispersed and eroded . The colloid-moisture equivalent 
ratio can also be used to express the relative perme-
ability of tho soil . The erosion ratio was obtained 
by assuming that erosion shoulu i ncrease directly with 
the dispersion ratio and i nversely with the colloid-
moisture equivalent ratio. These criteria enable the 
r esearcher to classify soi ls according to degree of 
erodibility . If the dispersion ratio is greater than 
ten and the erosion ratio is greater than fifteen, the 
soil is erodibl e; if the dispersion ratio is less than 
ten and the erosion ratio is less than fifteen, the 
soil is nonerodible. 
The greatest protection against soil erosion is 
pl ant cover, this affects both the infi ltration rate 
and the susceptibil ity of soil to erosion . The most 
effective cover is well-managed, dense sod; however, 
crop pattern and rotation control erosion without 
limiting pr oduct ivity. 
Baver (1965) classified the major effects of veg-
etation on runoff and erosion as follows: interception 
of rainfall by plants; decrease in both the velocity 
of runoff and the cutting action of water by the 
vegetat ive cover ; increasing granul ation of soil by 
roots; increased soi l porosity because of vegetative 
growth; and plant transpiration of water leading to 
subsequent drying out of the soil. The most important 
effects of vegetative cover on erosion are the obsorp-
tion or dissipation of raindrop impact and the reduc-
tion of overland flow velocity and tractive fo rce by 
increasing the hydraulic roughness and decreasing the 
effective s lope. 
Soil erosion control measures are protective and 
curative. Protective measures prevent erosion; cura-
tive measures reduce or regulate erosion after it 
starts . Erosion control measures may be structural 
designs, vegetative cover, or l egislative or adminis-
trative actions. Engineering measures designed to re-
duce runoff and erosion are usually preventive and in-
clude such measures as contour ti llage, diversion, 
waterways, ponds and reservoirs, check dams, and gully 
control structures. One basic conservation practice 
used by farmers is that of grass-lined waterways; one 
of the oldest and best mechanical erosion control 
practices is terracing, which decreases the length and 
degree of slope . Other mechanical structures control 
grading and gullies, store water, prevent floods, store 
sediment, cont rol water level, provide drainage and 
irrigation, and protect streambanks. Veget ative prac-
tices such as strip cropping, crop rotation, residue 
management , stubble-mulch farming, grass seeding, and 
tree pl anti ng are ~urative measures designed to pre-
vent runoff and insure soil stability. Legislative and 
administrative erosion-control measures such as zoning, 
rotational grazing , taxing, and fining violators are 
the most effective means of initiating and financing 
technical and vegetative measures, and often determine 
thei r success. 
Both raindrops and overland flow are major erosive 
agents . Overland flow tends to channelize and make 
rills and gullies, 1•heroas splash erosion tends to re-
move soil particles from the surface. as a uniform 
sheet layer. Ellison (1944) considered splash erosion 
the initial phase of the water erosion process. Soil 
erosion by splash is a function of drop size, drop 
velocity, and rainfall intensity, expressed by Ellison 
(1945) as 




E the relative amount of soil splashed in grams 
during a 30-minute period, 
K a constant of soil , 
Vt velocity of raindrops i n feet per second, 
dr diamet er of raindrops in millimet ers, and 
r in. depth of rainfall per hour. 
The study of rainfal l momentum and energy in re-
lation to erosion requires knowledge of thedetermining 
factors: raindrop mass , size, size distribution, shape , 
velocity , and direction (Smith and ll'ischmeier, 1960) . 
Neal and Baver (1937) attempted to measure momentum of 
rainfall directly by the use of torsion balances but 
'-''ere unsuccessfuL Laws and Parsons (1943) first in-
vestigated the diameter of drop and distribution by 
size i n natural rain with respect to erosion; t hey 
liThe colloid-moisture equivalent rat io is obtained as follows: collo id percentage of soil, i .e., 
f iner than .001 mm diameter, divided by moisture equivalent, which was defined by Briggs and McLane 
the percentage of water retained by a sample of soil one centimeter deep whi ch has been saturated 





measured drop size by the flour method , using a ca l i -
brat ion curve. Hedian (miJpoint of the total volume) 
drop size, drSO , usually describes the drop-size 
distribution. Laws and Parson (1943) described the 
relationship of median drop size to intensity by the 
equation 
drSO • 2.23r0.182 . (59) 
I t ls understood La•..rs (1941 ) studied the fall velocity 
of raindrops using photographic equipment to measure 
drop velocity. In natural rain , air turbulence can 
either increase or decrease drop velocity. Neither the 
magnitude of air turbulence during rainfall nor the 
effect of drop velocity has been studied . Wind also 
has an appreciabl e effect on drop velocity. The ki-
netic energy of rainfall is important in erosion 
studies, since erosion is a work process and much of 
the energy required to accomplish this work is derived 
from the falling raindrops. 
Chow and Harbaugh (1965) designed a rainfall sim-
ulatoT for laboratory study and derived theoretical 
relationships to obtain drop size and terminal veloc -
ity. These equations include rainfall drop size 
dr • 2. 4 (o dt) 113 (dr is expressed in in.) , (60) 
in ~oo·hich 
-o the surface tension of wat er in contact 1~ith 
air (F/L) (Average value is Sxl0-3 lb/ft), 
dt " the inside diameter of the producer tube in 
in. (L). 
f>l.O (o d ) 113 
t 
is expressed in mil-
limeters) . 
(61) 
Drop terminal velocity in feet per second was 
given before in Eq. (57): 
Drop velocity at given distance for a known ter-
minal velocity is 
~>here 
(L/t) 
V " terminal 
X 
(62} 
velocity of drop at X distance 
The raindrop impact-splash process shows high de-
tachment capacity but low transport capacity, while 
sheet and microchannel flow evidence low detachment 
capacity and high transport capacity. 
The transportability of a soil particle in over-
land flow will depend largely on soil particle size, 
di s tribution, density, and shape, and soilcompactness. 
The transporting capacity of surfnce flow will depend 
on the velocity of surface f l ow or vel ocity head, 
2 u /2g ; the depth of flow; the capacity of the flow to 
suspend soil materials, as this will limit the soil 
content of the flow; slope; and roughness (irregulari-
ties) of the soil surface. 
The mechanics of soil erosion by rainfall and 
overland flow was studied experimentally by ~leyer and 
~tonko (1964). They performed a multiple regression 
9 
analysis o~~he data. The equation 
best fits runoff erosion was 
resulting which 
E C L 1.9 S 3.5 d 0.5 lsd s o r (63) 




and dT. Meyer 
and \'iischmeicr (1969) simulated the process of soil 
erosion by water in a mathematical soil- erosion model. 
They assumed that the velocity of flow in small upland 
rills is approximately proportional to S l / 3 q113 ;n2/ 3 , 
0 
the tractive force is proportional to u2 , and the 
carrying capacity of flowing water is proportional to 
u5 Any change in 5
0 
, q , and n may greatly af-
fect the erosion rates. The resistance of a soil to 
the erosive forces of rainfall and runoff depends on 
such soil properties as particle, size , shape, den-
sity , cohesiveness, and aggregate strength plus the 
soil macrostructure (cloddiness) that affects detach-
ability from the soil mass and transportability by 
runoff . 
Musgrave (1947) suggested Lhe following mathemat-
ical relation as a first approximation for sheet ero-
sion : 
E K S 1.35 L 0.35 1.75 o s r30 (64) 
in which 
E erosion loss in tons per acre , 
S
0 
• slope in percent, 
Ls l ength of slope in feet, and 
r 30 .. the maximum annual 30-minute rainfall in in. per hour. 
It is usually impossible to observe shal l ow sur-
face flow (sheet erosion) acting alone to detach thin 
sheets of soil f rom the broad surface of a field, be-
cause irregularities of the surface, together with the 
effects of other roughness in the soil's struc tural 
properties, cause minor rills (microchannel s) to form, 
and once these rills have formed, they continue deep-
ening to end as gullies. The significant erosion 
caused by the flowing surface water will occur within 
these channels. 
Sediment Transport Model of Overland Flow 
Stream- erosion and sediment- transportation equa-
tions may be modified and used in land erosion, be-
cause the mechanics of stream channel erosion and land 
erosion are complementary . From the hydraulic stand-
point , underst.anding the mechanism of stream-channe l 
erosion and land erosion is both a necessity and a 
great aid in understanding land erosion . 
Early sediment-transport equations were developed 
by such investigators as Du Boys (1879), Schoklitsch 
(1935), MacDougall (1934), Kalinske (1947), Meyer-Peter 
and ~luller (1948), Einstein (1950), Laursen (1958), 
Colby (1964) , and Bagnold (1966). They generally re-
lated the sediment discharge (bedload) to tractive 
forces , stream power, slope , flo1~ rate, roughness , and 
particle properties. Any bedload transport equation 
for al luvial channels using tractive force or stTeam-
power methods may be modified for overland flow and 
used as a transport equation for land erosion. 
Huff and Kruger (1967) adapted Bagno ld' s equation 
(1966) for overland flow under rainfall. The transport 
equation for sheet flow is: 
(P s + P r - P c) 
qsi = eg tan a <65) 
(for t he immersed weight of material transported), 
or 
Qs = (P so: p) qs 
(for dry mass of material i n transport), 
(66) 
in ~>'hich 
Qs =dry mass of material in transport (~1/L2-t), 
tan a = the coefficient of solid friction, 
density of soil parti cles (Ft 2!L4) , 
stream power due to rainfall (F/L-t) 
critical stream power to initiate the motion, 
and 
the efficiency of transfer of stress from 
liquid to solids . 
The value of Ps is given by 
Ps = P g 5o q ' 
and the po1~er input to the flow from rainfall is 
i n which 
p 
r e
-0 .48l(r ) 114) 2 Kr r (1 -
K a constant , and 
r 
r rainfal l intensity i n mm per hour. 
(67) 
(68) 
Smerdon and Beasley (1961) plotted critical trac-
tive force as a function of dispersion ratio; in this 
case the value of critical tractive power can be ob-
t ained using the r elationships between tractive force 
and streampower. 
Meyer and Wischmeier (1969) used the fo l lowing 
mathematical model s to evaluate each component of the 
sub- process of soi l erosion . 
(1) Soil detachment by rainfall, Dr 
0 5or A. 
2 
r r 1 (69) 
(2) Transport by rainfall, T r 
T r 5Tr s 0 r (70) 
( 3) Detachment by runoff , DF 
DF = S A 2/3 S 2/3 OF i q o (71) 
(4) Soil transport by runoff, TF 
T = F 
s 5/3 s 5/3 
TF q o . (72) 
in which A. 
l 
the area of the increment, and 
10 
s0r , STr , s0F and STF = the soil coefficients . 
The following models can be used for sediment 
discharge resulting from overland flow: 
K (T - T ) n 
n o c (73) 
and 
K ( (T - t ) U ) m , 
m o c (74) 
in which 
serliment discharge (F/t L) , 
and K constants representing soil 
m roughness propert ies, and 
and 
n and m = coefficients to be found experimen-
tally. 
Equation (73), 
is one of the 
by streamflow. 
which uses the tractive- force concept, 
earliest models for sediment transport 
Equation (74) is similar to Eq. (65), which uses 
the stream power concept. In Eq . (65), stream powers 
that result f rom flow and from rainfal l are separated. 
If T is calculated for overland flow generated by 
0 
rainfal l, rainfal l effect will be taken i nto account . 
It is not necessary, therefore, t o calcul ate separate-
ly stream powers result ing from flow and from rainfall. 
In the presen.t study, calculated T 
0 
combines both 
effects. These two models will be tested with experi-
mental data, a.nd predicted values of sediment discharge 
will be compared with measured values i n a later 
section. 
Langhaar (1967) defined dimensional analysis as a 
treatment of the general forms of equations that de-
scribe natural phenomena . It has been used in all 
fields of engineering, especially in fluid mechanics 
and hydraul ics. Usually natural phenomena arecomplex. 
Therefore, dimensional analysis r educes and groups 
variables. It can easily identify the significant 
variables involved in any problem and can determine 
the relationship between an independent and a depen-
dent variable. Too, dimensional analysis contributes 
to both anal ytica l and mathematical analysis of a 
problem relative t o a given general mathematicalmodel. 
In the preface of his book, Langhaar (1967) noted that: 
The application of dimensional analysis t o 
any particular phenomenon is based on the as-
sumption that certain variables, which are 
named, are the independent variables of t he 
problem, and t hat all variables, other than 
these and the dependent variable , are redundant 
or irrelevant. This initial step- - the naming 
of the variabl es--often requires a phi losophic 
insight into natural phenomena . .. The second 
st ep in the dimensional anal ysis of a problem 
is the formation of a complete set ofdimension-
less products of variables. 
If the dimensionless groups obtained are not mean-
ingful , dividing or multiplying dimensionless groups 
toaether may elicit meaningful groups. Dimensionless 
gr~ups can be related to each other linearly or non-
l inearly . The exponents of a dimensionless product 
represent the solut ion of a certain set of homogeneous 
l i near al gebraic equations. 
The purpose of dimensional analysis is to deduce 
informat ion aDout a phenomenon from a single premise, 
which is that the phenomenon can be described by a 
dimensionally correct equation among certainvariables. 
Reducing the number of variables in a probl em greatly 
amplifies the information obtainable from a few 
experiments. 
Sediment discharge by means of overland flow is a 
function of the hydraulic properties of flow, the 
physical properties of soil, and surface characteris-
tics. In the present analysis, sedie'!lllt transport as 
a result of erosion under simulated rainfall isassumed 
to be related to the following variables: 
(75) 
Elimination of some of the variables is possible 
since (1) some are closely related to others, (2) some 
are redundant, and (3) some have relatively lesseffect 
than others on sediment discharge. For example, 
~ = p v ; therefore IJ is unnecessary. In the equa-
tion y = p v , and since Eq. (75) has p
5 
and p , 6y 
can be eliminated. Bulk density, db , is related to 
porosity in percent by P = (1 - db/dp) 100, in which 
dp represents particle density equal to 2.65 gm/cm3 . 
The advantage of retaining porosity is its dimension-
l essness. 
Nordin and Richardson (1971) defined sediment 
concentration as the ratio by weight or volume of the 
sediment discharge to the total discharge of thewater-
sediment mixture. Therefore, if qs, u, and d are 
used in Eq. (75), Cs can be eliminated because the 
dimensionless form of sediment discharge will be sedi-
ment concentration. That is qs • Csqy constant. All 
the independent variables related to sediment dis-
charge, consequently, will have the snme correlation 
as sediment concentration. After the dependent vari-
ables are eliminated, Eq. (75) reduces to: 
Dimensionless groups of variables depend upon the 
selection of repeated variables. If these are changed 
each time, different groupings can be obtained. Se-
lection of these repeated variables ~ill be based on 
representation of flow, geometry, and sediment charac-
teristics in consideration of the physical phenomenon 
of sediment transport. In the following analysis, 
differ ent sets of variables will be selected as re-
peated variables, and the results of the dimensionless 
form of equations will be shown. 
h~en v , p and d50 are sblected as repeating 
variables, Eq. (76) will be expressed a s 
qsd~o = ~ ( udso 
3 \1 , 
p \) 
If this equation 
common dimensionless 
less important groups 
reduces to: ( 
C = 0 Red , 
s so 
3 
d X gd 50 Ps 
' dso' dso' 7 ' P 
is expressed in terms of known, 
numbers, and if meaningless or 
are eliminated , then Eq. (77) 
Re , -/- , 5 , P) , (78) 
qo SO 0 
11 
in which 
c s • a dimensionless form of sedimentdischarge, 
Re = 
d50 
the particle Reynolds number, 
Re = rainfall-particle Reynolds number, and 
qo 
d/d50• roughness properties. 
If v , p , and d are repeated and some of the 
parameters are eliminated and rearranged, the follow-
ing equation is obtained : 
C = 0 /Re, Re , roughness, S , P) 
s \' q0 o 
(79) 
lfuen v , p and X are repeated, a relationship 
similar to that in the previous equations will be ob-
tained; the Reynolds number, however, will assume a 
different form: 
c = 0 (ux qo X d d so s v • v • x · -x- (80) 
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is the Reynolds number in terms of dis-
Repeating v , p , and u will give the dimen-
sionless relation 
c =0 _.£. ~ (
q d udso 
s u , v t v 
uX 
v 
~ .3 , (82) 
u 
Rearranging and eliminating insi gnificant groups from 
this equation gives 





Thus, three different forms of the Reynolds number are 
obtained in Eq. (83). 
Finally, if u , d , and p are used as repeated 











- = il (Re, Fr, 5
0
, P, roughness) 
pu 
q /pu2 is multiplied by the square of 
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In Eq . (88), sediment concentration is a function of 
the Reynolds number, Froude nwnbcr, slope, porosity, 
and r oughness of surface. 
It will be easily seen from the dimensionless re-
l ationships of sediment discharge, as in Eqs. (78, 79, 
83, a nd 85) , that most of the dimensionless groups and 
especially the Reynolds number, are repeated in a 
slightly different form. 
Thus, the more variables are simpl ified and elim-
inated, the more compact the form of the dimensionless 
relation of sediment discharge to sediment concentra-
tion . The Froude number, Fr , can be eliminated from 
Eq. (87) if it is r elatively constant for the condi-
tions being studied. After groups are eliminated and 
parameters rearranged, Eq . (87) assumes the form of 
(88) 
Sediment discharge and sediment concentration 
have the same physical significance, with the Reynolds 
number, Re , slope, and roughness as the most impor-
tant par ameters affecting them. 
The local velocity of overland f low is a function 
of rainfall, slope, gravity, and surface characteris-
tics. That is : 






, v , g, P) . (89) 
Designating v , g , and d as repeated variables re-
sults in the following dimensionless relation: 
(90) 
If the dimensionless groups are replaced with known 
common parameters, then 
Fr = ~ ( Re, S
0
, P, d~o , ~ ) . (91) 
The dimensionless form of velocity gives a relation 
similar t o that given for sediment discharge or sedi-
ment concentration. The same parameters, such as 
Reynolds number, slope, and roughness, appeared in Eq . 
(88) and Eq. (91 ) . If Eq. (91) is rearranged, more 
meaningful results can be obtained. For example, the 
first group Froude number, Fr , can be divided by 






and . " 
simply _u_=~ ;;-rr; u .. 
0 
in 
u. ls shear velocity. 





;d) can be 
first term gives 
which u is velocity 
If X/d is eliminated 
the relation u/u. 
found. Squaring tho 
c,)~) = I' ( Re, so, P, d~o) (92) 
in ~;hich p· and d50/d represent porosity and rough-ness of surface. 
Using t he t
0 
f o u2/8 relation in whi ch 
is t he Darcy-ll"eisbach resistance coefficient gives 
f 
Substitut ing S/f for u2/(T/P) i n Eq. (92) , 




8 7 = " (Re, 5
0 
, roughness) ; or the general di-
mensionless form of the friction factor can be writ-
ten as 
1 I = .0 (Re , 5
0
, roughness) . 
Equation (94) is t he general form for 
of f ; the Darcy-Weisbach friction 
function of the Reynolds number; the 
surface roughness characteristics. 
(94) 
the r eciprocal 
factors, as a 
slope; and the 
EQUIP~tENT AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 
The experiment was conducted at the rainfall-
runoff facilities of the one-acre model watershed ad-
jacent to the Engineering Research Center , Foothills 
Campus, Colorado State University, Fort Col lins, 
Colorado. (See l~lland, 1969 for a detailed descrip-
tion of the facilities). 
The major controlled variables were intensity of 
rainfall and slope of soil surface. Infiltration and 
erodibility of surface were constant. Six bare slopes 
were tested with four different rainfall intensities 
(a total of 24 runs). In addition, four runs were made 
over a vegetated surface• (See Appendix) . 
Runoff was recorded continuous ly and sampled for 
sediment concentration every five to ten minutes dur-
ing each hour- l ong run. Sediment concentration figures 
1~ere obtained in part s per million and averaged for 
each run . Dye injections helped measure the average 
surface velocity. Bulk density soil samples 1vere taken 
from the surface, and depth of flow with respect to 
overl and distance was measured for each run, as were 
depth, surface area, and volume of rills . 
The experiment was run in a plywood flume 4' high 
x 5' wide x iS' long, with an adjustable slope, filled 
with soil. The flume had a 4'-wide outlet which dis-
charged into a collection tank. At the top of the 
flume was a four-wheeled carriage, leveled hori zontal-
l y, able to move up and do1m, and equipped with a 
point-gage capable of reading to the nearest tenth of 
a foot with vernier. The point-gage was attached to 
the carriage and could be moved horizontally. Using 
the carriage and point gage , the elevation of any 
point on the flume could be determined.!/ 
Commercial sprinklers on 10' risers, placed 10 ' 
apart along the sides of the flume, simulatedrainfall. 
The sprinkler head was mounted on top of the riser. 
A 7' section of '5/4" steel pipe joined the sprinkler 
l!Measurements taken by the point -gage with the idea of measuring depth of flow at different sections of the 
land surface during rainfall proved unreliable, partly because of rainfall- impact depressions and partly be-
cause of the movable bed. 
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to the tir e-pressure tap. Each nozzle was f itted with 
a control valve, and a series of va l ves was connected 
to one pressure manifold to provide simultaneous oper-
ation of a set of sprinklers (Holland, 1969) . Figure 4 
shows the elements of the sprinkler riser . 
ro· 
3/ 4 • Golvon. 
Slul Pope -) 
7 ' Long 
3/ 4. l 2 . _...~-~'fil' 
Nopple 
Sprinkler Heod 
T ire Pressure Top 
on 314" Connec: ror 
Reguloror 
Volve 
Fig. 4. Schematic of sprinkler riser for grid system 
(after Holland, 1969) . 
Four independent control valves were fixed to 
manipulate the pr essure system of the sprinkl er riser 
on the upstream part of the flume so tha~ rainfall 
production for this experiment could be operated inde-
pendently of the main control center. 
To collect and store the total discharges, a col-
lecting tank 6 ' in diameter and ~· high, calibrated 
for depth versus volume of water, was i nstalled at the 
end of the flume. A floa t ing-type s tage r ecorder was 
attached to the tank to continuously record water 
level. It used an eight-hour chart with a mechanical 
clock drive (scale: 5" per foot; one division every 5 
~:~inutes). 
The flume was filled with compacted sandy soil 
(90 percent sand and 10 percent silt-and-clay) which 
was leveled ond smoothed before each run. The soil 
had a non-un1form size distribution with d50 = .35 millimeter, and with 
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i n which ,.. 
u16 • the diameter of the sediment recorded for 16 percent of the samples havi ng a diameter 
finer than this size , 
d50 • the median diameter of the sediment recorded 
for 50 percent of the samples having a dia-
meter finer than this size, 
d84 z the diameter of the sediment recorded for 
84 percent of the samples having a diameter 
finer than this size, and 
a • the gradation or si:e distribution i ndex in 
~<hich one nnd less represents uniform soil; 
if gradation is greater than one, soil is 
non-uniform. 
Since poros i ty and bulk density are indicators of 
the compactness of soi l surface , the following re-
search was performed. Bulk density soil sampl es were 
dr ied i n the oven and weighed. The bulk volume of the 
samples was determined from the sampling cup; then the 
weight of the sample was divided by the bul k volume to 
obtai n the bulk density. Tile porosity of the soil 
sampl es was found from t he bulk density by the equa-
tion: 
Bulk density, d weight of oven-dried soil 
b' = undistur bed (bulk) volume of soi l 
and 
Porosity (\) • ( 1 - ~) x 100 , 
in which 
db • the bulk density (F/L3), and 
dp • the particle density (F/L3) . 
(96) 
Slopes of 5.7, 10, 15 , 20, 30, and 40 percent 
were tested with four intensities of rainfall: 1 .25, 
2.25, 3.65, and 4 .60 in. per hour. Slope was measured 
using an Engineers lovel and the point-gage on the 
movable carriage . Slope changes were made by til ting 
the flume and screeding the soi l surface t o thedesired 
s lope . 
Overland-flow velocity was measur ed by i njecting 
dye into the surface flow. A liqui d dye (a combina-
tion of Rhodomine \\IT and food color) was applied to 
the ground surface at the upper end of the flume. As 
the dyed water started to flow, one observer watched 
the dye trace, while another kept a stop watch and 
note pad. As t he dye front passed each successive 
four-foot downslope distance, the firs t observer sig-
naled the second observer, who recorded the time. In-
creQents of time provided the average velocity over 
each four-foot reach of slope . As the dye trace faded, 
it was r einforced with a new injection . The leading 
edge of the dye trace was used in timing its movement . 
These measurements were repeated every 10 to lSminutes 
during every one-hour run . .\11 values were averaged to 
obtain average point velocity at ever y 4 1 station 
along the 16' overland flow for each run. These values 
were assumed as mean velocities at that point . 
Sediment samples were collected in bottles held 
by hand under the outflow. The total sediment dis-
charge was measured as follows: after being dried , 
the sediment ~amples were weighod. The weight of the 
sediment was divided by the weight of the evaporated 
water. This ratio was multiplied by one million to 
obtain sediment concentrat ion in parts per million. 
All oven-dried sediment samples were analyzed for 
size distribution by sieve analysis. Samples of each 
run were separated into two to five time groups and 
sieved eight times to separate the sediment sample 
into nine diamet er groups. Sieves used in the sieve 
analysis had the following diameters: 2000, 1000, 701 , 
500, 354 , . 250, 125, and 53 microns. The percentage by 
weight of each diameter group was calcul ated . Tile 
sieve analysis revealed that much of the sediment was 
coarse. 
Runoff from all sprinklers was recor ded continu-
ously by the r ecorder attached to the col lector tank. 
Runoff passing overland as a result of excess rainfall 
was discharged toward the collector tank through the 
outlet and channel. Chart recordings were converted 
into volume per time (cfs) by using the calibration 
curves. Records showed that discharge was constant, 
i.e. , dischar ge incr eased by distance linearly. To 
calculate unit discharge at any x distance, the 
relation 
(97) 
was used, in which 




• rainfall excess in ft/sec, and 
X the distance from the beginn ing of flow in 
ft. 
Besides determining soil porosity and bulk den-
sity, and temperature of flow for every run, rill 
depth and length were measured and the number of rills 
counted. Also, pictures of the soil surface were taken 
before, during, and after each run. 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Primary sources of data collected for each exper-
iment or ("run"--defined as the experiment conducted 
with fixed slope and rainfall i ntensity) were slope, 
rainfall intensity, sediment concentration samples, 
tank water contents vs. time, surface flow velocity, 
ri l l geometry, and water temperature . From these ex-
peri mental data, secondary data were calcul ated: sed-
iment concentration, sediment discharge, water dis-
charge, infiltration, rainfall excess, bu l k densi t y, 
mean local velocity of flow, mean depth of flow, sedi-
ment size distribution, friction factor, friction 
slope, tractive force , critical tractive force, stream 
power, Reynolds number, Froude number, rill mea~depth , 
rill surface area, and rill volume . The primary and 
secondary data were reduced and summarized for each 
run (see tables and figures), and simple plots on 
Cartesian coordinates were made. Further, statistical 
analyses of the data were made using the computer; the 
results are shown , with brief discussion. 
DATA REDUCTION AND TABULATION 
Sediment Concentration 
Sediment samples were collected every five to ten 
minutes during each run; Lheir concentrations are 
shown in Table 1. The average concentration for each 
run is given in Table 2. 
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Nater Discha1>ge and Rainfall Excess 
Total discharge was first recorded as the stage 
of flow versus time, t hen converted int o volume versus 
time by using the calibration curves prepar ed before 
each run. Sediment discharge and wat er discharge were 
calculated and are tabulated for each run in Table 2. 
Water discharge data were constant with respect to 
time; that is, after a brief initial t ime the flow and 
erosion rates wer e steady, but spatially varied be-
cause with uniform constant rainfall and runoff, water 
discharge must increase with distance. It was assumed 
that water discharge increased with distance linearly. 
Thus, q ~ q
0
X , and the rainfall excess becomes 
q
0 
= dq/dx = q/X . Rainfall excesses , q
0 
, are tabu-
lated for each run in Table 2. The unit discharge at 
any dist ance, X , can be calculated by the relation 
qx = q
0
X . Rainfall intensity minus rainfall excess 
gives t he infiltration; the results are summarized in 
Table 3. Because intensity of rain and rainfa ll excess 
were constant, infi ltration was constant for each run. 
As shown in Table 3, water discharge (runoff) was cal-
culat ed for distances of 3, 6, 12, and 16 feet, as 
cubic feet per second per foot of width, for given 
slope and intensity of rainfall. 
Sediment Discharge 
The data on sediment discharge were converted 
into several units for each run and tabulated for given 
slopes and intensities in Table ~. Sediment discharge 
was expressed in pounds per second per foot of width, 
pounds per hour, and tons per acre per day for each 
run, and also in. of surface soi l per hour for each 
run . Sedimen~ discharge and erosion rat e may not 
change linearly with respect to distance because of 
the nonlinear change of velocity and boundary shear 
with respect to distance. The sediment -discharge data 
represent the total sediment removed from the 16-foot-
long experiment flume. 
Mean Local Velocity of Overland Flow 
Velocities of overland flow were measured by dye-
ing the water. Tile time of travel between prescribed 
stations ••as r ecorded. Tilis data was used t o cal cu-
late point vel ocities for ever y three-foot station. 
As an exampl e , let t 1 represent time of travel from 
zero to three feet and t 2 represent time of travel 
from three to six feet. Relating distance to time as 
follows gives 
(98) 
in which u1 represents the average velocity between 
three feet and six feet; this is cal led the point ve-
locity at a three- foot distance (see the following 
sketch). Point ve locities at 3, 6 , 12 and 16 feet were 
calculated. Because the depth of flow was very shallow 
'• 
I 
I• I. I'· '• r t, r~ '• ·r· 
o· ~· 6' 9' t2' 16' 
.~ 
TABLE I. INSTANTANEOUS SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION , Ci , FOR GIVEN SLOPE AND INTENSITY 
OF RAIN AT GIVEN TIME AND THE END OF FLOW 
Rainfall Slope 
Intensity 5.7% 10% 15\ 20% 30% 40% 
Time ppm (C
5
) Time ppm (C
5
) Time ppm (C
5
) Time ppm (C
5
) Time ppm (C
5




1.25 5 5840 2 11870 5 23293 3 25375 5 33169 5 36210 
inch 10 6025 5 19137 10 24063 15 28306 10 38752 15 47405 
per 17 6119 10 12088 22 24079 22 29273 15 35268 20 42995 
hour 24 5150 22 13517 34 25219 30 28356 20 37288 25 49613 
30 5000 34 14499 48 26888 37 28077 30 38563 30 42328 
40 5210 48 14970 60 23119 45 29136 40 37426 35 42375 
50 5125 60 15300 53 30895 so 40676 40 42764 
60 5018 60 28454 60 48655 50 45494 
60 42159 
2.25 3 6000 3 23957 l 50972 2 88651 1 97153 1 134116 
inch 12 6220 5 3-0259 10 51119 5 106800 2 126927 3 167507 
per 25 6830 15 32381 20 55523 10 104384 5 135994 5 157669 
hour 35 7017 25 33852 30 57600 17 106164 10 202485 10 194965 
48 6623 38 33132 40 55021 25 116938 15 198095 15 206622 
60 6807 48 34253 so 60359 32 118252 20 206266 20 226616 
60 36191 60 66332 40 114:1.27 25 191298 25 239299 
45 100217 30 202177 30 245598 
50 97086 35 18 8253 35 242672 
55 99577 40 186375 40 230562 
60 90607 45 169631 45 223164 
60 168272 60 222230 
3.65 2 8150 1 35862 2 64422 2 162472 1 191585 1 301335 
inch 5 7757 12 43942 5 97612 5 167874 3 247223 2 309511 
per 12 8098 24 43386 7 90232 10 178098 6 244670 5 314449 
hour 24 8333 36 43231 15 77000 15 169071 11 208079 8 326792 
36 7949 48 45217 23 77130 20 159010 15 204943 12 334913 
48 7847 60 48158 30 77273 25 149112 19 226705 15 326793 
60 8242 37 80526 30 140550 23 216512 20 311586 
45 80228 40 139246 27 218890 25 317103 
52 79218 so 138016 30 213970 30 307475 
60 75253 60 138217 40 213867 40 305912 
so 213574 so 304118 
60 213214 60 305000 
4.60 1 12826 1 53353 1 112783 1 217804 1 243286 1 311831 
inch 12 14690 10 50353 3 109328 4 219790 3 290012 2 343321 
per 24 14315 20 52883 5 110579 8 211510 5 287342 3 368421 
hour 36 14416 30 54444 10 115858 12 236201 7 280649 5 374000 
48 14818 40 53016 15 110726 17 198516 10 264346 8 387975 
60 15000 50 52238 20 109038 22 194961 15 259592 10 348421 
6Q 53866 25 106299 27 190272 20 245116 15 355395 
30 109590 30 190098 25 240386 20 344537 
35 108422 40 189217 30 238516 25 354565 
40 105567 so 191000 40 238000 30 369807 
45 107670 60 190516 so 238124 40 358716 
so 108000 60 237980 so 354896 
55 107700 60 354218 
60 107712 
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TABLE 2. AVERAGED SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION, C
5 
, WATER DISCHARGE AND SEDIMENT DISCHARGE 
AND RAINFALL EXCESS FOR GIVEN SLOPE AND INTENSITY OF RAIN AT THE END OF 
OVERLAND FLOW 
Intensity c q qs qo Slope of rain s 
Run No . (%) (in/hr) (ppm) (cfs/ft of width) (1b/sec/£t of width) (ft/sec) 
I 5.7 1.25 5436 .000279 .000096 .0000174375 
II 5.7 2.25 6583 .0007171 .00030 .0000448187 
III 5.7 3.65 8054 .001274 .00646 .000079625 
IV 5.7 4 . 60 14344 .0016295 .001482 . 0001018437 
v 10.0 1.25 14483 .000316 .000294 .00001975 
VI 10.0 2.25 32004 .000727 .001508 .0000454375 
VII 10.0 3.65 43300 .001289 .00372 .0000805625 
VIII 10.0 4.60 52279 .0016556 .00588 .000103475 
IX 15.0 1. 25 24434 .000332 .00548 .00002075 
X 15.0 2.25 57418 .0007398 .002974 .0000462375 
XI 15.0 3.65 79895 .0013023 .007138 .0000813938 
XII 15 .0 4.60 109234 .001683 .01288 .0001051875 
XIII 20.0 1. 25 28493 . 000349 .000644 .0000218125 
XIV 20.0 2.25 103891 .000741 .005686 .0000463125 
XV 20 .0 3.65 154167 .001306 .014904 .000081625 
XVI 20 .0 4.60 202717 . 001696 .02666 .0001060 
XVII 30 .0 l. 25 37975 .0003588 .000922 .000022425 
XVIII 30 .0 2.25 172744 .000745 .01015 .0000465625 
XIX 30.0 3.65 217769 .001329 .022648 .0000830625 
XX 30.0 4.60 255279 .001700 .03752 .00010625 
XXI 40 .0 1. 25 44149 .0003659 . 00134 .0000228687 
xxn 40.0 2.25 207585 .000748 .013096 . 00004675 
XXIII 40 .0 3.65 313749 .001335 .03700 . 00008345 75 
XXIV 40.0 4 .60 355885 .001702 .06508 .000106375 
TABLE 3. INFILTRATION AND WATER DISCHARGE FOR GIVEN 
SLOPE AND INTENSITIES AT GIVEN DISTANCE 
Slope Intensity Infiltration, i q (cfs/ft) q (cfs/ft) q (cfs/f~) q (cfs/ft ) 
Run No. (%) (ft/sec) (ft/sec) @ 3' @ 6 ' @ 12 ' @ 16' 
I 5.7 .00002893 . 0000114925 . 00005230 .00010460 .00020925 .0002790 
II 5.7 . 0000520833 . 0000072646 .000135 .000270 .000540 . 0007171 
III 5.7 .0000844907 .0000048657 .0002393 .0004785 .000957 .001274 
IV 5.7 . 0001064815 .0000046378 .000306 .000612 .001224 .0016295 
v 10.0 . 00002893 . 00000918 .0000597 .0001194 .0002388 .000316 
VI 10.0 .0000520833 . 0000066458 .0001365 .000273 .000546 .000727 
VII 10.0 .0000844907 . 0000039282 .00024169 .0004834 .00096675 .001289 
VIII 10.0 . 0001064815 .0000030065 .0003104 .00062085 .0012417 .0016556 
IX 15.0 . 00002893 . 00000818 .0000623 .0001246 .000249 .000332 
X 15.0 .000052083 .0000058458 .0001387 .00027743 .00055415 .0007398 
XI 15.0 .0000844907 . 0000030969 .000244 .000488 .000977 . 0013023 
XII 15.0 .0001064815 . 000001294 .00031556 .000631 .00126225 .001683 
XIII 20.0 .00002893 . 0000071175 .0000654 .0001308 .0002616 .000349 
XIV 20.0 .0000520833 .0000057708 .0001389 . 00027787 .00055575 .000741 
XV 20.0 .0000844907 .0000028657 .00024488 .00048975 .0009795 .001306 
XVI 20.0 .0001064815 .000004815 .000318 .000636 .001272 .001696 
XVII 30.0 .00002893 .000006505 .0000672 .000134 . 0002688 .0003588 
XVI II 30 .0 .0000520833 .0000055208 .0001398 .0002796 .0005592 .000745 
XIX 30.0 .0000844907 .0000014282 .0002492 .0004984 .00099675 .001329 
XX 30.0 .0001064815 .0000002315 .00031875 .0006375 .001275 .001700 
XXI 40.0 .00002893 .0000060613 .0000686 .000137 .0002744 .0003659 
XXII 40.0 .0000520833 . 0000053333 .0001403 .0002805 .000561 .000748 
XXIII 40.0 .0000844907 .0000010332 . 0002503 .0005006 .001001 .001335 
XXIV 40.0 .0001064815 .0000001065 .0003191 .000638 .0012765 .001702 
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TABLE 4 . SEDIMENT DISCHARGE IN TERMS .OF DIFFERENT UNITS 
qs qs qs qs Erosion Erosion 
Run No. (lb/sec/ft of width) (lb/ hr) (lb/hr/ft of width) (t on/hr/acre) (in/hr) (ft/hr) 
I . 000096 1. 728 . 3456 . 0435 . 0028205 . 00023504 27 
II .00030 5 . 400 1.080 .1423 .0092307696 . 0007692308 
III .000646 11 .628 2.3256 .29163 . 018923077 .001576923 
IV . 001482 26 . 676 5. 3352 .6615 . 042923077 . 003576923 
v . 000294 5.292 1 . 0584 .1309 .0084923076 .0007076923 
VI .001508 27 .144 5.4288 .6757 . 0438461544 . 0036538462 
VII . 00372 66 . 960 13.392 1.780 .1153846152 . 0096153846 
VI II . 00588 105. 84 21.168 2.845 .1846153848 .0153846154 
IX . 000548 9 .864 1. 9728 . 249 . 0161538456 . 0013461538 
X .002974 53.53 10. 7060 1.316 .0853846152 . 0071153846 
XI .007138 128.484 25 . 6968 3.200 . 2076923076 . 0173076923 
XII .01288 231.840 46 . 3680 5. 760 . 3738461544 . 0311538462 
XIII .000644 11.592 2. 3184 . 292 . 018923077 . 0015769231 
XIV .005686 102.348 20.4696 2.51 .1629487176 .0135790598 
XV . 014904 268 . 272 53 . 6544 6.544 .4246153848 . 0353846154 
XVI .02666 479.88 95.976 11.810 . 7661 538456 . 0638461538 
XVII .000922 16.596 3 . 3192 .3983 .0258461544 .0021538462 
XVIII . 01015 182.70 36 . 5400 4.41 . 2861538456 . 02384 61538 
XIX .022648 407.664 81 .5328 9. 766 .633717949 . 052809829 
XX . 03752 675 .36 135.072 16.175 1 . 04953846 . 0874615395 
XXI . 001134 20 .412 4 .0824 .4766 . 030923077 . 002576923 
XXII .013096 235 .728 47.1456 5.477 . 355384615 .0296153846 
XXIII .03700 666 . 000 133.200 15.650 1 . 015384615 .0846153846 
XXIV . 06508 1171.44 234.288 27 . 25 1 . 767948718 .1473290598 
and the dye was t horoughly mixed with water, the mea- sults of velocity calculat ions are shown in Table 5. 
sured-point velocities were assumed to represent mean Mean point velocities for given slopes, i ntensities, 
overland-fl ow velocities at given distances . The re- and dis tances were the main sources of statistical 
anal ysis . 
TABLE 5 . LOCAL MEAN VELOCITY AND DEPTH OF FLOW FOR A GIVEN RUN 
AT A GIVEN DISTANC£ 
Velocities, measuTed (ft/sec) Depth, calculated (ft) on the basis of continuity 
u u u u d d d d 
Run No. at 3 ' at 6' at 12 ' at 16' at 3' at 6' at 12' at 16' 
I .05224 .0768 . 1314 . 17602 .001001 .001362 .001 59 .001585047 
li . 08620 . 1367 . 2172 .29820 . 001566 . 001975 . 002486 . 0024047619 
III . 12636 .1875 • 2842 .41 981 .001894 .002552 .003367 . 0030347 
IV .14862 . 21618 . 3476 . 50321 . 002059 .002831 . 003521 .0032382 
v . 06849 .099038 . 17315 .22004 .000872 . 0012056 . 001379 . 0014361 
VI .1267 . 2066 . 3203 .37083 .0010772 . 0013214 . 001705 .00196047 
VII .19006 .30219 .48049 . 52252 .001 272 .0016 . 002012 .00246689 
VIII . 2302 . 3572 . 5781 .61291 . 0013484 .001738 .002148 .0027012 
IX . 081167 .11732 . 2052 . 27404 . 0007676 . 001062 . 001213 . 0012115 
X .15016 .23875 . 37962 .42323 .000924 . 001162 . 0014597 . 00174798 
XI . 22524 . 35813 .5694 .63473 .001083 . 001363 .001716 .002051738 
XII .27155 .42767 . 6976 .74872 .001162 . 001475 . 001810 . 00224784 
XIII . 09238 .14688 . 2335 .32034 .000708 . 0008905 . 0011203 .00108947 
XIV . 1709 . 27105 . 42988 .47193 . 000813 .001025 .001 2928 . 001570148 
XV . 2564 . 40665 . 64495 . 71794 .000955 . 001204 .001519 .00181909 
XVI . 3067 . 49024 .79293 . 82652 .001037 . 0012973 . 00160417 .002051977 
XVII . 10772 . 17084 . 27096 . 36484 .000624 . 000784 .000992 . 00098344 
XVIII . 19928 .31606 . 50127 . 56472 .0007015 . 0008846 .0011156 .0013192379 
Xllt . 2989 .47406 .75185 .84204 .0008337 . 001051 . 001326 . 0015783098 
XX .3562 . 57253 . 91267 . 94373 .0008948 .0011135 . 001397 . 001801363 
XXI .12012 .1905 . 30215 .40398 . 000571 .0007192 .000908 .00090574 
XXII .2222 .3524 . 5526 . 62442 . 000631 . 000796 . 0010152 .0011979 
XXIII .34209 .5386 .8584 . 92119 .0007317 .000929 .001166 .0014492 
XXIV .41667 .6625 1.008 1.0523 .0007658 . 000963 .0012664 . 00161741 
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~lean L.ocal Depth of Overland Flow 
Measuring depth was the most difficult problem in 
the overland- flow exper iment, since there is no exact 
method yet in practice to measure depth of overland 
flow, especially wi th a movable bed, under simulated 
rainfall. The U. S. Geological Survey uses a point 
gage or hook gage attached to a carriage flow in both 
the laboratory and the field (Enunet, 1970). In the 
present experiment several methods were considered, 
such as manometers mounted on the sides of the box to 
measure piexometric head, a simple ruler placed in the 
flow, electric capacitance, and a chemical st aff gage, 
but ultimately a point gage with carriage, such as 
that used by the Geological survey, was decided uvon. 
But the point-gage flow depth had appr eciably scat-
tered and was not considered reliable. For thisreason, 
the mean depth of flow with respect to distance was 
calculated from unit discharge and mean point-velocity 
data. Since unit discharge changed linearly with re-
spect to distance for steady flow, unit discharge at 
any X distance was calculated using qx = q
0
X; depth 
of flow at any X distance was calculated using 
dx : ~/ux ; the results are found in Table 5. 
Sediment Site Distribution 
The results of sieve analyses of the original 
soil samples used are shown in Table 6. l n Table 7 the 
d84 , d50 , d16 and o of the transported sediment 
(the porosity and bulk density of the soil) are given 
for each run. Both the porosity in percent and the 
bulk density in pounds per cubic feet were found con-
stant for each run. The range of o was 2.5-4.5 
(Table 7). This indicates that the transported silt 
distribution of the sediment varied wit h flow condi-
tions. The o of the original soil was 
. l (1. 00 + • 350) • 3 2 0 2 . 350 . l . • 
i ndicating a nonunif orm size distribution. 
Table 6 shows that only about 1-1/2 percent of 
t he or iginal soil had a diameter larger than 2 milli-
meters and about 12 percent had a diameter finer than 
.053 millimeters (that is , fell i n the si lt-plus-clay 
range) . The transported sediment had approximately 1-2 
percent particl es with a diameter larger than 2 milli-
meters and 5-16 percent finer than .053 millimeters. 
Temperature, Viscosity, Reynolds Number , and Froude 
Number 
Temperature of flow was measured for each run, 
and cor responding kinematic viscosities are r ecorded 
in Table 8. The Reynolds and Froude numbers were cal-
culated at given distance for each run, using the 
steady-linear relationship of unit discharge and dis-
tance, and the following relations ; 
Re "2. 
\1 




Cal culated values of the Reynolds number and the Froude 
number are listed in Tabl e 8. 
The critical Reynolds number, Re , was calcu-
lated for the last run only, using the data collected 
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at the end of the flume to determine whether flow was 
laminar or turbulent on the basis of the criteria given 
by Eq. (51). The reason for ca l culating the Rc of 
the last run only ~<.•as that it would be the maximum Re 
and would be sufficient for finding the range of Re 
Sampl e calculation of Re for l as t run is 
Re • 24 (2 log :~~ + 1. 74) 2 a 24 X 4 .2 = 101.8 
Thus, the range of Re is 0 to 101.8 (Re • 0; no 
flow) , that is, laminar-flow range . Note that the 
Froude number of flow for almost all points is greater 
than one; therefore, i t is called supercritical agi-
tated laminar flow. 
Friction Factor, f . and Friction Slope, sf 
If one uses the Dar cy-Weisbach definition of fric-
t 
f :o8.2-. (101) -2 pu 
tion coefficient and assumes that Yo can be given 
by the steady state, uniform flow equation (gpdSf) 
when Sf accounts for the acceleration effects. The 
equation reduces to 
f 
8pgdSf 8gdSf 8gqSf 
---=2 = --=2" --=r-pu u u 
(102) 




f 8gd (103) 
If f or Sf is known, calculation of either on 
the basis of the other is easy. In the case of steady 










To calculate friction slope the following relation may 
be used 
(106) 
Sf ~o•as cal culated at various distances for each run, 
using Eq. (106) (Table 9) and assuming no rainfall ef-
fect. The determined values of Sf were then used to 
calculate the friction factors, assuming no rainfall 
effect . The calculated f is shown in Table 9. 
In Table 10 the va lues of f are given which were 
calculated using Eq. (43) (Li, 1972) , but with a con-
stant of 34 (Yoon and Wenzel, 1971) instead of 24. 
Using this value of f the friction slope, Sf , was 
calculated (Table 10). These values include the rain-
fall-impact effect. 
. 
TABLE 6. SIEVE ANALYSIS OF ORIGINAL SOIL 
USED FOR THE EXPERIMENT 
Sieve diameter Net weight Per centage Percentage 
in micron of sed. of total finer 
2000 6.9 1. 26 98.74 
1000 80 . 0 14.56 84.18 
701 56.0 10.19 73.99 
500 49.8 9.1 64.89 
354 54.3 9.88 55.01 
250 62 . 5 11.38 43.63 
125 94.0 17.11 26.52 
53 81.3 14.80 11.72 
53 64.5 11.74 
TABLE 7. THE da4 ' dso , d16 
, AND c:J OF TRANSPORTED SEDIMENT , db AND POROSITY, P , 
FOR A GIVEN RUN (d84 = 1.00, d50 • .35 or . 325 AND SAMPLE) 
d16 = .1 MM OF THE ORIGINAL 
d84 dso dl6 
db p 
Bulk density Porosity (J 
Run No. (mm) (mm) (mm) (lb/ft3) (\) (Dimensionless) 
r 1.30 . 49 .080 93.6 43 4 . 39 
II l. 25 . so .200 93 . 6 43 2. 50 
:UI 1.30 .49 .200 93.6 43 2. 56 
IV 1.20 .48 .150 93 . 6 43 2.85 
v 1.00 .40 .100 93.6 43 3 . 25 
VI 1.20 .40 .100 93 .6 43 3.50 
VII 1.20 .40 .1 30 93 . 6 43 3.04 
vnr 1. 25 .40 .130 93.6 43 3.10 
IX .90 .36 .130 93.6 43 2.63 
X 1.00 .40 .150 93.6 43 2.58 
XI 1.00 .40 .100 93 . 6 43 3.25 
XII 1.00 .30 .100 93.6 43 3.17 
XIII .80 . 30 . 075 93 . 6 43 3.33 
XIV . 90 .3r .100 93.6 43 3.00 
XV 1.00 . 30 . 100 93 . 6 43 3.17 
XVI 1.10 . 25 .100 93 .6 43 3.45 
XVII . 65 . 30 .060 93.6 43 3.39 
XVI 11 1.00 .30 .060 93 . 6 43 4.16 
XIX . 80 .30 . 055 93 . 6 43 4.06 
XX 1.00 .30 .053 93 . 6 43 "4.49 
XXI .65 .27 .040 93.6 43 4. 58 
XXII .85 . 27 . 053 93.6 43 4.12 
XXIII . 95 .27 .065 93.6 43 3.84 
XXIV 1.00 .27 . 053 93.6 43 4 .40 
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TABLE 8. EXPERIMENTALLY CALCULATED REYNOLDS Nill1BER, Re , FROUDE NUMBER, Fr , 
FOR A GIVEN RUN AND RAINFALL EXCESS AT A GIVEN DISTANCE 
Rainfall Kin. Vis . 
excess, q , Temp. \l X 105 Re Re Re Re F-r F-r F-r 
Run No. (ft/sec)0 (Fo) (ft2/sec) @ 3' @ 6 ' @ 12' @ 16' @ 6 ' @ 12' @ 16' 
I .0000174375 57 . 0 1 . 282 4. 08 8.16 16. 32 21. 76 . 581 . 853 .779 
II .0000448187 48.2 1 .430 9.44 18.88 37.76 50 .15 1.077 1.286 1.071 
III . 000079625 48.2 1. 430 16.734 33.46 66.92 89.09 1.190 1. 453 1. 342 
IV . 0001018437 so 1 . 410 21. 7 43 .40 86.81 115.57 1.401 1.598 1 . 558 
v . 00001975 52.8 1.390 4 . 295 8 . 59 17 .18 22 . 73 .735 1.052 1.023 
VI . 0000454375 52 .8 1.390 9.82 19.64 39.28 52.30 1.184 1.445 1.475 
VII .0000805625 52.8 1.390 17 . 39' 34.78 69.55 92.73 1 . 568 1.888 1.853 
VIII .000103475 52 . 8 1.390 22.33 44.665 89.33 119 .11 1. 769 2.061 2 . 078 
IX . 00002075 57 1. 282 4.860 9. 719 19.423 25 . 90 1 . 060 1 . 083 1. 387 
X . 0000462375 48 . 2 1. 430 9.700 19.40 38 . 75 51.73 1 .444 1.668 1. 783 
XI .0000813938 55 1 . 312 18.600 37.195 74.466 99 . 26 2.160 2.513 2.469 
XII .0001051875 57 1. 282 24.615 49.22 98 . 459 131. 28 2. 305 2. 770 2 . 782 
XIII . 0000218125 61 1.220 5.361 10.72 21 .44 28 . 606 1 . 378 1. 626 1. 710 
XIV . 0000463125 52.8 1.390 9.99 19.99 39 .982 53 . 31 1.739 2.082 2 . 098 
XV . 000081625 59 1 . 240 19.75 39 . 50 79 . 00 105. 32 2 . 296 2.587 2 . 966 
XVI .00010600 57 1 . 282 24 .805 49.61 99 . 22 132 . 29 2 .435 3.098 3 . 215 
XVII .000022425 61 1.220 5.508 10.98 22 . 03 29 .41 1.624 1.709 2 .050 
XVIII . 0000465625 57 1 . 282 10. 90 21 .81 43 . 03 58.11 2.370 2. 612 2 . 739 
XIX .0000830625 61 1 . 220 20.43 40,85 91.70 108.93 3 .176 3. 545 3.735 
XX .000106250 57 1.282 24 .863 49.73 99.454 132.61 3 . 517 3. 916 3 . 918 
XXI . 0000228687 61 1.220 5.65 11.23 22.49 29 . 94 2 .400 3 . 207 2.365 
XXII . 00004675 57 1 . 282 10. 94 21 .88 43 . 76 58.35 3 .445 4 .424 3.179 
XXIII . 000083475 60. 8 1. 222 20 .483 40 . 966 81.915 109.25 4.217 5.134 4.264 
XXIV . 000106375 57 1. 282 24.891 49 . 766 99 .571 132.76 5.016 5. 447 4. 611 
TABLE 9. FRICTION FACTOR, f , FRICTION SLOPE, Sf , BOUNDARY SHEAR, T , AND CRITICAL TRACTIVE 
I 0 
FORCE, Tc , FOR A GIVEN RUN AT A GIVEN DISTANCE (WITHOUT RAINFALL EFFECT USING DARCY-
\I'EISBACH FORMULA) 
sf s f sf sf f · f f f T 0 t c 
Run No. 1!1 3' @ 6 ' @ 12' @ 16 ' @ 3 ' @ 6 ' @ 12 1 @ 16' @ 16 ' @ 0' -16 ' 
I .062275 . 04945 .06206 . 08622 6.10 3.86 1.54 .833 . 007361 . 0061 
II . 0468 . 046685 . 04583 .06981 2.88 1.443 . 7195 . 3633 . 00814 .0062 
III .0469 .03835 .0334 .0652 1.406 .86017 . 494 .19005 . 00875 .0061 
IV . 0460 . 0354 . 03683 . 0641 1. 081 .7022 .3378 .14577 . 0093 .0060 
v . 095476 . 07224 .09655 .11386 4. 549 3.008 1.1256 . 72113 .00874 . 0057 
VI . 115544 .12525 .1165 .10292 1.988 . 9171 . 49233 ,41 90 .01444 . 0057 
VII . 133498 .13418 .134927 .10326 1 . 143 .56869 . 28286 . 27718 .0196 .0057 
VIII .14415 . 13464 . 14 266 .10039 .8587 .45967 . 21689 . 23115 .02235 .0057 
IX .16446 .12422 .166576 .2234 5.10 3 .379 1.2615 .7052 .013214 . 0051 
X .23436 .23559 .237387 .18446 2. 354 1 . 171 . 58186 . 4683 . 02503 . 0057 
XI . 234717 .235655 .23636 . 18605 1 . 2263 . 61047 .3040 .2898 . 02928 .0057 
XII .240187 .234786 . 2543 .18417 . 9255 .47365 . 21845 .22632 . 03247 .0048 
XIII . 20945 . 21059 . 21146 . 31003 5 . 022 2.499 1 .. 244 .6359 .01638 . 0047 
XIV . 3348 .33409 .3331 .2527 2. 25 1. 1285 .56586 . 5594 . 03145 . 0048 
XV .32478 . 32409 .32292 . 2612 1.1s26 . 57767 . 2897 . 26867 . 03548 .0047 
XVI . 340617 .34795 .368034 . 2459 . 9258 .4533 .21426 .24052 . 0423 . 0040 
XVII . 31433 .31593 .31 2976 . 46507 4.8485 2.422 1 . 2182 . 61417 . 02151 . 0047 
XVIII .42857 .4275 .42624 .36164 1.8656 .9353 .4689 .4149 . 03413 .0047 
XIX .513595 . 512584 .51072 .41818 1.1779 .59031 . 2961 . 2713 . 049073 .0047 
XX . 5314 . 551577 .55857 .36994 . 9084 .4375 . 21601 . 2446 . 05662 . 0047 
XXI . 38988 . 38979 . 38787 . 57732 4 .445 2 . 2258 1 .1171 .5627 .0245 .00415 
XXII . 74578 . 741 . 71434 .6081 2 .3045 1. 1558 . 5995 . 5282 .052985 . 00415 
XXIII . 787075 . 7687 . 77765 . 57418 1.1709 .5997 .29634 . 3009 .0663 .00415 
XXIV .86852 .8732 .7683 .50584 . 8567 .4262 . 2421 .27576 . 07756 . 00415 
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TABLE 10. FRICTION FACTOR, f , FRICTION SLOPE , Sf , AND BOUNDARY SHEAR, T
0 
, 
FOR A. GIVEN RUN AT A GIVEN DISTANCE (\HTH RAINFALL EFFECT IN THE 
INDOOR LABORATORY; f IS CALCULATED BY EQUATION 2- 43) 
f f f f 
Run No . @ 3' @ 6' @ 12' @ 16' 
I 15.815 7.9075 3 . 954 2.965 
II 7.6613 3.8306 1. 915 1.442 
III 4.793 2.397 1.1986 0.9004 
IV 3.8959 1. 94 79 .924 0.7315 
v 15.02 7.512 3. 756 2.84 
VI 7.365 3. 682 1 .84 1.383 
VII 4.613 2. 306 1 .153 . 865 
VIII 3.786 1.893 .9464 . 7098 
IX 13.277 6.639 3.322 2.491 
X 7 .456 3.728 1.866 1.398 
XI 4 .313 2.156 1 . 077 .808 
XII 3 .435 1 .718 .8586 . 644 
XIII 12 . 036 6. 019 3 . 01 2.256 
XIV 6 .459 3.618 1.80·9 1. 356 
XV 4 . 061 2. 031 1. 015 .762 
XVI 3 . 408 1.704 . 852 .639 
XVII 11.715 5 .877 2. 93 2.194 
XVIII 6.635 3.316 1. 681 1. 245 
XIX 3.926 1. 964 .875 .736 
XX 3.40 1.7 . 850 .637 
XXI 11.42 5.75 2.87 2. 155 
XXII 6.611 3.305 1.653 1.239 
XXIII 3.916 1.958 . 979 .734 
XXIV 3.396 1.699 . 849 .637 
Boundary Shear Forces , Critical Tractive Force, and 
Stream Power 
The tractive force per area of boundary was calcu-




In previous sections , because t wo kinds of Sf were 
calculated, two kinds of T
0 
corresponding Sf were 
cal culated, too. Calcul at ed t
0 
is shown in Tables 9 
and 10 for a given s l ope and rainfal l intensity for 
each run. 1~e critical tractlvc force, tc , cal cu-
l ated using d50 and Shields relation , is listed in 
Table 9 for each run . A third method of calculating 
1
0 
i s numerical approximation of the momentum equa-
:; ;,on using Eq. (55). Equation 55 gives the tractive 
fcrce, 'o ' directl y without calculating sf or f . 
These values of r
0 
are shown i n Table 11. The values 
of T
0 
in Table ll which include rainfall effects ar e 
less than r
0 
calculated by Li ' s (1972) equation but 
greater than the 1
0 
cal culated assumi ng steady uni-
form flow. Using t he shear stress calculated by Eq. 55 , 
sf s f sf s f T 0 
@ 3' @ 6' @ 12' @ 16' @ 16' 
.1674 .1329 .1 668 . 225 .022253 
.141117 .140699 . 14107 . 20699 . 031060 
.15685 .128187 .11162 .2029 . 03842 
.16224 . 12483 .1231 . 22208 . 044869 
. 31366 .23725 .317 .371698 . 033309 
.42603 .11617 .42979 .376587 .046069 
. 50855 . 5109 . 5136 . 37164 . 057208 
.5776 . 5395 . 57161 .3832 .06459 
.44236 . 3340 .44766 . 59942 .045315 
. 7063 . 70992 . 71516 . 556132 .06066 
.7843 .78757 .78993 . 61592 .078855 
. 8462 . 826995 . 89615 . 62347 . 087451 
. 5632 .56607 .56867 . 8249 . 056079 
.67218 l. 0067 1.0038 .74667 . 0731566 
1.08523 1. 08288 1. 079 .838168 .09514 2 
1 .200 1.2255 1.2963 .8258 .105742 
.34567 .8493 .8418 1.15278 .070742 
1 .45813 1 .45365 1.4698 1.1683 .096178 
1 .63322 1. 59873 1.44804 1 .28353 .12641 
1.8715 1. 9427 1. 96745 1.22261 .1374275 
1.12025 1.12632 1.1202 1. 50736 .0851933 
2.0081 2.00163 1 . 93018 1. 56552 .117021 
2 .43133 2. 3735 2.40169 1. 66842 .1508805 
2. 98876 3.00603 2. 64431 1.692983 . 1708666 
the effective tractive force (1
0 
- •c) and effective 
stream powers (•
0 
- 'c) u were determined. 
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Rill ~leasurements 
At the end of each run, dimensions of ri ll s were 
both measured and photographed. Trapezoidal shape was 
assumed for the short segment of ril l s, and their 
lengt h, depth, bottom width, and surface width were 
measured and recorded. From the measurements, the 
volume of rills VR was calculated for each run. Since 
bulk density of soil was knohTI, t otal erosion was con-
verted to bulk volume of sediment: 
in which 
VT = volume of 







sedi ment (L3) 
sediment (F). 
All the measurements and calculations 1;ere put into 
dimensionless form as simple ratios so that they would 
be f r ee of units and could easily be compar ed with 
other researchers ' results or applied elsewhere . The 
calculated ratios were: rill volume/volume of total 
transported sediment volume, ril l surface area/t otal 
area exposed, and width/depth of r i ll. The results of 
all calculat ions are given in Table 12. 
TABLE 11. BOUNDARY SHEAR, T
0 
, AND ST~l POWER FOR EACH RUN AT THE 
END OF FLOW (T
0 
IS CALCULATED BY EQUATION 2-55; WITH 
RAINFALL EFFECT IN THE OUTDOOR LABORATORY) 
Au du T T -T (T -t ) U 0 0 c 0 c 
AX "' dx (lb/ft2) (lb/ft 2) (lb/ft-sec) 
Run No. @ 16' @ 16' @ 16' @ 16 ' 
I .0111 . 010724 .004624 .00081392 
II . 0190 . 01845 . 01225 .00365295 
III .027 .0240686 . 0179686 . 0075434 
IV .033 .031583 . 025583 .0128736 
v .0142 .022212 .016512 .0036333 
VI .025 .038316 .032616 .012095 
VII .036 . 045837 . 040137 .020972 
VIII .043 . 050945 . 045245 .027731 
IX .0180 .025163 .0200632 . 005498 
X .0294 .04481 . 03911 .0165525 
XI .0460 . 051295 . 045595 . 0289405 
XII .0570 .0619066 . 0571066 . 0427568 
XIII . 0220 .033846 . 029146 .00933663 
XIV .0340 . 050406 . 045606 .0215228 
XV .0550 .05768 .05298 .0380365 
XVI . 0660 .067906 . 063906 .0528196 
XVII . 0262 .04107 .03707 . 0135246 
XVIII .0430 .053696 . 048996 .027669 
XIX .0680 .06095 .05625 .047365 
XX .0770 .06722 .06252 .059002 
XXI .0310 .049101 . 044951 .018160 
XXII .0510 . 060544 . 056394 . 0352135 
XXIII .0800 .068225 . 064075 . 059025 
XXIV .095 . 0762806 .0721306 .075903 
TABLE 12. DATA FROM RILL MEASUREMENTS 
1/ 
AR/Ar- or WR VR/ft "'Rift DR (mean) 
VT VR AR (mean) VR/VT <A,- .. 80 ft 2) of width of width (ft/hr/ft 
Run No. (ft 3/hr) (ft3/hr) (ft 2/hr) (per hr) (per hr) (ft 3 /ft/hr) (ft2/ft/hr) of width) 
I . 0185 . 001889 14 . 8 .1021 .185 . 0003778 2.96 . 0001276 
II .0577 .0007974 18.16 .1382 .227 . 001595 3. 632 . 00043915 
III .124 . 028185 25 . 28 .2273 .316 . ()'()5637 5.056 . 001114913 
IV .285 . 07644 28.24 . 2682 . 353 . 015288 5. 648 .0027067 
v .0565 .006865 15.68 .1215 .196 .001373 3.136 .00043782 
VI . 290 . 04634 18 . 88 .1598 .236 .009268 3. 776 ·. 0024 5445 
VII . 715 .1678 25.76 .2347 .322 . 03356 5.152 .006514 
VIIl 1.131 .33715 28.56 . 2981 .357 . 067431 5. 712 . 0011905 
IX .1054 . 0147 16.72 .1396 .209 . 00294 3.344 .0008792 
X .572 .105 20.08 .1834 .251 .0210 4.016 . 0052291 
XI 1 . 373 .3692 26.40 . 2689 .330 .07384 5. 28 . 013985 
X: II 2 .477 .8040 29.44 .3246 .368 .1608 5.888 .02731 
XIII .124 .02192 18.88 .1768 . 236 . 004384 3. 776 . 001161 
X: IV 1. 094 .23762 21.68 .2172 .271 .047524 4.336 .01096 
XV 2. 866 . 8363 27.28 .2918 . 341 .16726 5.456 .0306562 
X:VI 5.127 1 . 844 30.32 . 3596 .379 . 3688 6.064 . 0508179 
XVII .177 .0386 21.44 .2182 .268 .00772 4.288 .00180037 
XVIII 1.952 .5034 24.32 .2579 .304 .10068 4.864 .020699 
X: IX 4 . 355 1.516 29.68 .3482 .371 . 31032 5.936 .05227763 
XX 7. 215 2.952 33 . 04 .4091 .413 . 5904 6.608 .08934625 
lCXI .218 .0523 23 . 20 .2398 .290 .01046 4.64 . 0022543 
XX: II 2.5185 .8104 28.1& .3218 .352 .16208 5.632 .02877841 
XXIII 7.1154 2.983 33.60 .4192 .420 .5966 6. 720 .08878 
XXIV 12.5154 6.115 37.20 .4886 .465 1.2230 7.440 . 1643817 
.!!Magnitude of "'RIA,- is equal to WR which is the mean rill width in ft/hr/ft of width. 
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SUIPLE RELATIONSHIPS BETI1'EEN TiiE VARIABLES 
Sediment Concentration Versus Time 
Figures 6 to 11 show sediment concentrati on as a 
function of t ime and rainfall int ens ity. Al though 
there was some oscillation for the first five- to ten-
minute period of each r un and some variat ion of con-
centration with t ime, statistical ana lysis of data 
showed that the changes with time are not significant. 
Sediment Concentration Versus Slope and Rainfall 
Intensity 
The relation between slope, aver aged sedimentcon-
centration, and rainfall intensity for a rainfall du-
ration of one hour is given in Fig . 12. The same type 
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Fig. 6. Relationship between sediment concentration 
and time for given rainfal l intensities on 
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of plotting was done in Figs. 13, 14, and lS by sepa-
rating the concentration for the first zero- to ten-
minute period, the first thirty minute period, and the 
last thirty minute period . Figure 16 shows aveTaged 
C
5 
between thirty and forty minutes with varying in-
tensity and slope. Then Figs. 12 through 16 show sim-
i l arly shaped curves. 
Sediment Discharge Versus Slope and Intensity 
Converting sediment discharge into different units 
such as lb/hr. , lb/hr/ft of width of lb/sec/ft of width 
and plot with varying slope and intensities, as seen 
in Figs. 17, 18 , and 19, yields curves similar to those 
in Fig. 16. The plotting of sediment discharge versus 
water dischar ge for a given slope (Fig. 20) as would 
be expected shows an increase in sediment discharge 
for an increase in water discha.rge. Also the relation 
shows the large increases that are to be expected when 
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Fig. 16. Relationship between sediment concentration 
and s l ope for given rainfall intensities 
(average concentration values obtained be-
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Fig . 18. Relationship between sediment discharge and 
slope for given rainfall intensities (q
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Woter Dischor9e In cfs (xl03 ) 
Relationship between sediment 
water discharges on given 
hour run. 
discharge and 
slopes for one 
Local Hean Velocity and Depth Versus Overland Flow 
Distance, Slope and Intensity 
Local mean velocity and depth versus distance 
were plotted in Figs . 22 to 27 for each slope length 
and for given intensit ies of rainfall. 
Friction factor, f , Versus Reynolds Number, Re 
For each given run and slope , the relationship be-
tween friction factor, f , as cal culated by Eq. (5) , 
and Reynolds number, was plotted in Fig. 28. The 
change in f with slope distance is given in Figs. 29 
through 34. These figures show that f decreased in 
the downstream direction and, at a given section, de-
creased with rainfall intensity. 
Independent and Dependent Variables 
~laj or analyses were made of data from 24 runs 
without vegetat ive cover. Sediment transport and ero-
sion rate correlations with i ndependent variabl es show 
steady but nonlinear relationships. Nonlinear multiple 
regression analysis was performed on sediment dis-
charge, sediment concentration, water discharge, rill 
volume and surface area, slope, rainfall intensity, 
rainfall excess, velocity, depth kinemat ic viscosity, 
median diameter of sand, bulk density, and the Reynolds 
numbers. 
For the purpose of analysis, sediment discharges, 
sediment concentr ation, erosion, median diameter of 
transported sediment, local mean velocity and depth of 
flow, rill volume and ril l surface area were used in-
dividually as dependent variables. Slope, rainfall 
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Relationship between water dischar se and 
slope for given rainfall intensities . 
(d50) , depth and mean velocity of flow, water dis-
charge , kinematic viscosity, bulk density, and l ength 
of sl ope (overland f l ow distance) were used as inde-
pendent variables. Major dependent variables were 
sediment discharge, sediment concentration , and ero-
sion. Whenever these major variabl es wer e used as 
dependent variables, the remaining var iables were con-
sidered independent. l"lhen velocity, depth, and median 
diameter of sediment were used as dependent variables, 
erosion, sediment discharge, and sediment concentra-
tion were not taken into account in the anal ysis. The 
single-correlation matrix of variables used in this 
ana.l ysis , except rill volume and area, is shown in 
Table 13. Rills were analyzed separatel y. 
One major purpose of analyzing the data generated 
by the experiments here was to develop equations which 
would provide a means of predict ing sediment discharge 
or soi l loss resulting from overland-flow erosion for 
practical use in the field, in the hope that suchequa-
tions could utilize t he information on s lope and in-
tensity of rainfa l l for the soil type under considera-
tion. 
In the fo l lowing sections, the results ofcomputer 
analysis and equations thus derived are tabulated , with 
brief explanations wherever necessary. The correla-
tions obtained from the comput er are presented in the 
same sequence in which i ndependent variables were first 
considered . Some less significant intermedia~e se-
2 quences are omitted. The increment 6R , coefficient 
of determination R2 , and change in standard error of 
estimate SEE can thus easi ly be seen. The standard 
error of estimate SEE is to be compared with the 
standard deviation of the dependent variable; thus, 
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Fi g . 25. Mean local vel ocity and depth related to sl ope length for given rainfall intensit ies on 20 percent 
slope. 
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Fig. 27. Mean local velocity and depth related to slope length for given r ainfall intensities on 40 percent 
slope. 
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Fig. 29 . Relationship between Darcy-Weisbach friction factor and distance for given rainfall intensities on 
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Fig. 30. Relationship between Darcy-Weisbach friction factor and distance for given r ainfal l i ntensities on 
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Fig . 31. Relat ionship bet ween Darcy-Weisbach friction factor and distance for given r ainfall intensities on 
IS percent s l ope . 
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Relationship between Darcy-Weisbach friction factor and distance for given 
40 percent slope. 
TABLE 1.3. CORRELATION MATRIX OF ~~OR VARIABLES USED 
IN STEPWISE NONLINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
Variable cs C/A qs E so r 
Sediment concentration (Cs) 1.000 1.000 .961 .957 .816 
Concentration/area (C/A) 1 .000 .963 .960 . 808 
Sediment discharge (qs) 1.000 1.000 .660 
Erosion (Er) 1.000 .649 
Slope (So) 1. 000 
Rainfall excess (qo) 
Variable q d5o r 
-u d 
Sediment concentration (Cs) .565 -.819 . 524 .891 -.192 
Concentration/area (C/A) .573 -.814 .532 .893 - .181 
Sediment discharge (qs) . 758 - .685 .727 .968 . 060 
Erosion (Er) .766 -.677 . 735 .969 .073 
Slope (S
0
) .054 -.928 -.000 .571 -.696 
Rainfall excess (qo) 1.000 - .131 . 996 .849 . 676 
Water discharge (q) 1.000 - .131 . 996 .849 .676 
Mean diameter of transported 
sediment Cd5o) 1.000 - .084 -. 602 .596 
Rainfall i ntensity (r) 1.000 . 819 . 710 
~lean l ocal ve locity cuJ 1.000 .185 
Depth of flow (d) 1.000 
Kinematic viscosity (v) 
34 
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1 . 000 
the smaller the SE~ , the better the equation. The 
2 coefficient of determination, R , shows to what ex-
tent variations of dependent variables were explained 
by independent variabl es; thus, the higher the R2 , 
the better the equation (the range of R2 is 0 to 1). 
Sediment Concentration as a Dependent Variable 
The purpose of this computer run was to test 
whether the sediment concentration wa s s t eady or un-
steady with respect t o time. A one-hour run, there-
fore, was divided into 6 to 13 time intervals, and in-
stantaneous sediment concentration, Ci , was punched 
for each interval with corresponding slope, S
0 
, and 
intensities of rainfal l, r . Al l values wore obtained 
at the end of 16 feet. The result of the run showed 
that time did not enter into the multiple regression 
analysis. There is no significant change of concentra-
tion with respect to time . Since this result is sig-
nificant, it is used i n further analysis. Because sed-
lment concentration was steady, sediment transport was 
also steady. Since sediment concentration was steady, 
only tho averaged values of sediment concentration, 
Cs , and discharge, Qs , fo·r each run of a given slope 
and intensity were used throughout the analyses. 
The experimental data showed also that water dis-
charge, veloci ty, rainfall intensity, and rainfall ex-
cess were steady. Consequently, flow was spatial l y 
varied with respect to distance but not time. Sediment 
discharge and concentration varied nonlinearly with 
respect to distance, water discharge varied linearl y 
wi t h respect t o constant rainfall, and infiltr at ion 
varied linearly with respect to distance. 
The first run of C. as a function of so , r ' and t ime gives: 1 
Sequence or regression eguauons 




is in ppm, 
s 
0 
is in (ft/ft), and 
e is the base of the 
As seen above, time did not 
R2 g!_ ~r.2 
.6838 .680• .6838 (lOP) 
.9267 .3284 .2.29 (110) 
natural logarithm 
enter the equation at all. 
The averaged sediment concentration, C , was re-s 
lated to So' qo, r/u, q, dSO' dsoldSO ' dSO ' r ' u, 
0 0 
d ' \l 
!.lith c 
s 
The variables which correlated most strongly 
were the mean velocity, u , and s lope, S . 
0 
The equations obtained were: 
Sesuence of rtl-rt:sJion ~rgu.a.tions ~ g!_ t.R:! 
C • 06 .926 ~.2SS 
$ 
• 7947 .5615 .7947 (Ill) 
c, • •P . 600 •• 826 s
0
1.600 .9:147 .3241 .1400 (ll2) 
c, • 0 62. s:• 0.>sa (r /Ul3.191> 
s/. s:w ,_I. szs,dso 1. 127 .9$15 . 3019 .0168 (113) 
35 
i n which 
cs is in ppm, 
u is in (ft/sec), 
s is in (ft/ft ), 
0 
(ft2/sec) \) is in and 
dso is in millimeter (mrn) . 
Eliminating d5o1dso r /u from the 
0 
analysis, t he equation, 
c s 
33.022 s .728-1.478 2.934/d 1.096 
e o u v so 
was correl ated 
. 9446 and SEC: 
with highest R2 










, and rainfall, r , with sedi-
C5 , the following equations were 
Seguencct of r•a ru.non eguat ion$ 
c, •• 13.660 so 1.480 
c, • eiS.SSl So 1.47g rl.246 
l~en the units of the 
analyzed , the same type of 
efficients and constants 
was dimensionless. 
~ ~ ' ~n· 
.665; . 7164 .6657 (liS) 
.9407 .3089 . 2750 (116) 
variables were changed and 
equations with the same co-
wer e found, as long as Cs 
Because certain variables such as v , d
50 
, db , 
3nd X , were constant, no s ignificant correlation be-
tween them and sediment concentration could be ob-
tained . However, significant results were obtained 
when dimensionless forms were tried; for example, X 
and v did not give good results. However, when they 
were used with a Reynolds number of Re = q
0
X/v, there 
was a high correlation w1th sediment concentration. A 
simllar result was obtained for sediment discharge for 
the same r easons. Dimensional analysis was used to 
group the variables. The Reynolds number and slope 
were the most important parameters throughout theanal -
ysis in correlations with sediment discharge, sediment 
concentration, or local mean velocity . 
Because d1mensional analysis of 
(Re, S
0
, roughness) , a r egressional 
a function of the Reynolds number 
The equation was: 
Cs gave C5 • il 
analysis of Cs as 
and slope was run. 
Cs. e9.554 Re .963 S
0
1.453 (l 17) 
with R2 equal to .9220 and SEE equal to .3674. 
Sediment concentration, Cs was divided by the 
total area of flume and the sediment concentration per 
unit area, C/A , obtained . \"/hen C/A was analyz.ed 




, q , d50 , r , u , d . The 
following sequence of equations was obtained: 
Sequence of resression eguat1ons !: ill. >R2 
C //>. • e2.SS1 uZ.lll 
' 
• 7981 .5487 .7981 (liS) 
C/A • 0 5.140 u t .600 50 
. 791 .930l . 330l .1321 ( 1191 
C/A = .~.84. ui.S48 
50
.956 vz.zs: .93SS . S2S.i .0053 (120} 
In Eq. (119), R2 , did not increase significant ly 
when more variables than u ru1d S
0 
were added. Tho 
variabl es u and S
0 
, therefore, are of considerable 
importance. 




Cs/A • 0 57.669 s
0





R- equal to .9477 and SEE equal to .3088. 
only S
0 
and r in the prediction equation for 
C/A gave R2 equa l to .94 . This is significant lnas -
much as they are often the only information availab,le. 
S~:guenee of TC£l'eSSJOn e9.uat ~ons !:.:. ill. ' l.~· 
c.;"= .9.loo so I . l ~• .b3S~ .H9Z . 1>532 (123} 
C/ A • e ii.09S 
50
1.US Tl.2•6 .9:;6.; SISo .:::831 (124) 
Sediment Discharge as a Dependent Variable 
As shown i n Table 9, sediment discharge was fi rst 
calculated in terms of pound per second per foot of 
width, then converted into different units such as 
pound per hour, pound per hour p~r foot of width, pound 
per second, ton per hour per acre. Sediment discharge 
was also converted in terms of surface erosion loss in 
feet per hour, in. per hour, and in . per second. Sur-
face erosi.on, it will be r emembered, was defined as 
removal of the surface layer of soil in terms of a 
length unit. 
In Table 13, the correlation matrix, R , shows 
indivi dual correlations between the variables whensed-
iment discharge, qs , (in terms of pound per second 
per foot of wldth) is the dependent variable; slope , 
S
0 
; rainfall intensity, r ; rainfall excess, q
0 
; 
rainfall -velocity ration; r/u , water discharge, q ; 
mean diameter of transported sediment, d50 ; trans-
ported- original-sediment-diameter ratio·, d50!d50 
0 
mean local velocity, u ; depth of flo1~, d ; and kine-
matic viscosity, v ; were the independent variables. 
As can be seen from this table, the mean velocity, u , 
was the variable that correlated most closely withsed-
iment discharge, qs Rainfal l excess and water dis-
charge were the next highl y correlated variables. 
As discussed previous ly, some variables did not 
correlat e significantly , because they were constants 
36 
in these experiments . If these variables did vary dur-
ing the experiments, some of thorn, such as original 
median sediment diameter , ct50 , kinematic viscosity, 
v , and l ength of slope , X , would be significant for 
sediment discharge. 
The following sequence of equations was obtained 
from stepwise regression analysis, where variables were 
individually selected. 
in 
Stguence o! relrtiSaton egu•tionl i ill 4R2 
qs • (l/el0.S6) ul . 625 .9372 ,4589 . 9372 
(~here ii' 11 i n 1nchu por second) 
qs. (l/o9.1SI) u3.284 
50
. 428 .9544 .4000 .0172 
q • 0 7:. 6 iO u i.S06 5 3.217 
• 0 
{r/ ii)S.64£ . 9719 • .)394 .017>, 
"'hich 
r and u are in in. per second, and 




The analysis above shows that mean velocitycontributes 
almost 94 percent of the variation in sediment dis-
charge. The sediment concentration analysis gave sim-
ilar results. Sediment concentration, Cs , represents 
the tota l sediment discharge, 
overland flow was sampled for 
q
5 
, because the entire 
sediment concentration at 
each sampling time. 
lVII en the ratio of r / u was eliminated and d/d50 
substituted, the results of the computer analysis were 
(128) 
in "•hich R2 is equal to . 9622 and SEE is equal to 
. 3834. 
Sediment discharge as a function of slope, S
0 
, 
and water discharge, q , yielded 
Sequence oi r&sressi.on ~guations ~ ill. t.R2 
q,. 0 5.719 ~2 , 1:9 . 5747 1.1~~5 .S747 (lm 
q • • 8 . 280 q2 . 035 s 1.664 
s 0 
. 9586 . 3805 .3841 (UO) 
in which 




is represent ed in terms of percentage and, 
qs is represented in terms of pounds per second 
per foot of width. 
ll'hen q is used in terms of Cfs/ft of width, a similar 
equation with a different constant is obtained: 
11.727 2 .035 s 1.664 
qs • e q o (131) 
in which R2 is equal to .9588 and SEE is equal to 
.3805. 
The foJ lowing correlations were obtained 1~hen sed-






Sequence of regression equations 
q •• 7.667 q 2.130 
s 0 
in which 
.5747 1.1945 .5747 (132) 
. 9588 .~OS .3841 (Ill) 
q
5 
is represented in t erms of pounds per hour and, 
q
0 
is represented in terms of feet per hour. 
Rainfall excess is the exact representation 
discha~ge because water discharge is equal t o 





Sediment discharge in terms of 
related to rainfall intensity, r , 
per hour and slope, S
0 
feet per hour was 
in terms of feet 
Sequence of reartstion equation 
q, •• s.oa ,2 .552 
q = 0ILU6 2.552 S 1.770 • r o 
Mean locnl velocity, 




Seque:nc:e of regression equat ions 
q• • (l/0 10.564) ~.625 
q• • (l/e 36.01S) ~-~SS 
... 634/d 1. 260 
in which 
i m t.R2 
.5280 1.2584 . 5280 ( ll4) 
.9635 .3581 .4355 (HS) 
u, depth of flow, d , and 
are correlated with sediment 
i_ ill_ !.R2 
.9372 , 4519 .!J372 (136) 
. 9521 .<104 .0149 ( I H) 
(138) 
~s is represented in terms of pounds per second, 
u is represented in terms of in. per second and, 
d is represented in terms of in . per second. 
Sediment discharge 14as analyzed as a function of 
velocit y, u, the Reynolds number, Re , s l ope, 5
0 
, 
depth, d , rainfall excess, q
0 
, and waterdischarge, 
q The correlations are: 
Sequence of reartt t lon esuatlons 
'ls = (l/ cS . l66) ~ .6l5 
in which 
(139) 
.9SS4 .J~S9 .0~8: ( UO) 
u is represented in terms of feet per second and, 
qs is repre~cnted in t erms of pounds per second 
per foot of width. 





7.250) -4.360; .650 
q
5 
• e u q , (14 1) 
R2 ls equal to . 5747 and SEE is equal to 
The results are exactly the same as those for 
37 
Eq. (129) except that t he constants are different as 
will always be true if sediment discharge or other 
variables are expressed in different units for differ-
ent times. Analysis gives similar corr elations with 
different constants. 
Sediment discharge was related to the Reynolds 
number, Re , and slope, s
0 
for the same reason as 
was sediment concentration analysis. The results are: 
Sequence of re&reulon oquatlons 
qs • (l/e IS .Z95) K.o:. 300 
-~ ~ t.R~ 
.b62S 1.0641 - ~6!5 
.~51 7 .4119 .2S9l (143) 
in which q
5 
is represented in terms of pounds per 
second per foot of width. Equat ion (143) presents the 
POSt simpl e and pract ical relation. Important factors 
such as X and v did not enter into the correlations 
because they were constant, dimensionless parameters. 
Re and S
0 
related to qs and X ; v therefore en-
tered into the equation. 
Sediment discharge 
and stream nower under 
of qs • K • (t - 1 )n 
n o c 
was related to tractive force 
the previously assumed m~dels 
and q • K ((l - T ) u)m . s m o c 
To find constants, Kn and Km , and coefficients, n 
needs to be determined. and m , of these models, 
As mentioned before, t
0 
was calculated in threeways: 
(1) uniform flow assumption, (2) using Eq. (43), 
which was obtained by Li (1972) from statistical anal-
ysis, and (3) solving the momentum equation bynumer-
icnl approximation for -r
0 
(Eq. 55). The three-wny 
determination of T will result in different v~lues 
0 
of the constants and coefficients in the model s. More-
over, if m and n are assumed to be equal to unity, 
the models will be l inear . For a linear model with t
0 
of uniform flo~oo• , the relations obtained from computer 
analysis are: 
Linear r•sress1on equations i StE •R2 
. Q222 .0055 .92'2 (144) 
q
5 
• . 71274 (t
0
- t~) u .9663 .0036 .0441. (145) 
For nonlinear model, with t
0 
of uniform flow, there-
lations are: 
Nonlinear regression eq~atio'lls i SEE 6R2 
. 8(>94 . 6620 . 8694 (146) 
.9598 .4189 ,0904. (147) 
If T 
0 
is calculated using Eq . 43, the following 
linear and nonlinear 
computer analysis: 
model relations are obtained from 
Linear resroa"ion t quuuons !!2 SEE 6R2 
.7377 . 0102 .7377 (14 8) 
.9181 .ooss .190•1 (149) 
8659 . o3l9 . ao59 ( ISO) 
.~476 . 4210 . 0817. ( l SI) 
If To is calculated using the momentum equation 
(Eq . 55), the following equations are obtained from 
computer analysis: 
~lnear r•&reulon oguations ~ ill. 6R2 
q • • .ll932 {t0 - •cl .6184 .01942 .6184 (152) 
'\ . s . SlS7 {t0 - •c) ii' .851? .0076 . 2C33. (153) 
qs. 0 2.716 (to . •el2.S06 .8094 .7997 . 8094 (154) 
qs 
= • • 7441 ((to_ •c> U) 1 .S84 . 9195 .5196 . 1101. (155) 
The analysis showed that nonlinear models yield 
better correlation than linear models except for the 
uniform flow assumption. Further, using the more com-
plex methods of computing T
0 
(methods 2 and 3) gave 
no better correlations. 
Averaged Surface Erosion Depths as Dependent Variables 
Surface erosion , Er , expressed in terms of feet 
and in. of surface depth per second per hour, was cor-
related with given independent variabl es in the same 
kind of nonlinear multiple regression analysis. Sur-
face erosion, Er , it should be noted, is another way 
of expressing sediment discharge. 
The erosion rate was analyzed using the indepen-
dent variables of s lope, S
0 
; rainfal l excess, q
0 
; 
rainfall intensity-mean velocity ratio, r/u ; water 
discharge, q median diameter of transported sedi-
ment-original sediment ratio, d50;d50 rainfall in-o 
tensity, r ; mean velocity, u; depth, d ; and kine-
matic viscosity, v . All the variables are in terms 
of feet per hour except d50 , which is in mrn; d , 
which is in in.; and viscosity, which is in ft 2 per 
second. Correlations were obtained from the computer 
in the following sequence: 
S!!juence of eguattono ~ ill. 6R2 
Er • {1/ell. HS) u3.SV3 .9388 .4481 .9388 (!S6) 
Er. 017.154 u3.500 v4.7S41d50
! .23S 
d.6l5 .9608 . 386S . 0220, (157) 
i n which E is measured in feet of eroded soil sur-
r 
face depth per hour. Mean velocity is the first vari-
able entered; d50 , v , and d follow the velocity in 
the correl ation but did not increase R2 significantly 
(only abour 2 percent). Although rainfall excess, 
water discharge, and slope are important factors in 
erosion, they do not enter into the correlation when 
velocity is used because velocity has a correlation 
with them. This means that velocity takes care of the 





When (r/u) was e l iminated from the above anal-
ysis and the variables were converted into units of in. 
per second, except for d50 , which is in mrn, v , 
which is in ft 2 per second, and d , which is in feet, 
almost the same type of relation was obtained except 
that q entered the equation after u , d50 and v instead of after d . The equation is 
(158) 
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2" in which R equals .9608 and SEE equals .3865. If 
Eq. (61) is compared with Eq.(62), the only difference 
between the two is that q is selected by the computer 
instead of d , with the same coefficient as beforebe-
cause both have the same partitll correlation coeffi-
cient . Therefore, the computer picks one of them with 
the same effectiveness it did in the correlation of 
erosion. Thus , one of them may be written for the 
other. 
When (r/U) , u , d and v 
erent equations were obtained. 
were e liminated, dif-
Erosion, Er was 
correlated to 5
0 ' qo' q, dso1d5o 
0 
, and r in terms 
of feet per hour, except that d50 is in mrn and S0 
u was not and dsoldso 
0 
are dimensionless. Because 
in the analysis, 
correlation was 
the first variable entered into the 
q
0 
, with the following sequences: 
Seguonce of reut~usion oguation.s 
Er • {1/ 0 1.154) '1
0
2.130 
Er • 0 1.506 '\ 2.038 5 1.618 
0 0 
Er • ( l /e'022l '~o 2.013 
so 1.338/dso. gzo 
ll'hen the second variable, 
relation , it increased the 
last variable entered was 
significantly. 
~ ill_ AR2 
.5866 1.1663 . 5866 05~) 
.9571 .3845 .l?OS (160) 
.9588 .3860 .0017. (161) 
S
0 
entered into the cor -
result by 37 percent. The 
d50 ; it did not change R2 
When the above variables were converted intounits 
of in. per second, the same equations with the same 
coefficients were obtained. Of course the constants 
'were different. 
S!:9U,enc.e of Tilrestion eg\latlons i ill. uz 
Er. e? .429 '\ 2.038 S 1.618 
0 0 
.9571 . 3845 .9571 (161} 
E 5 .754 2.0L3 S 1.138/d 
r • • qo o SO 
.920 .9588 .3860 .0017 (163) 
Erosion, Er , as a function of only slope, S
0 
and water discharge, q , gave the following sequence 
of regression equations: 
S~.Jenc.e of rel!:-ession !Suations i SEE AR2 
Er • ( l/o1.254) q2.130 .5860 1.1663 .5860 (164) 
Er • 0 1.506 q2.03S. 50
1.618 .9571 . 3845 .3705' (165) 
in which 
Er is in feet of eroded soi l surface per hour, 
q is in feet per hour (depth of runoff), and 
S
0 
is in percent. 
Equations (159) and (160) are exactly the same as Eqs. 




The variables, although in different units, give 
the same type of correlation, except for the constant, 
as follows: 
E • el.778 q2 .038 S 1.618 
r o (166) 
in whi ch 
E r is in in. of eroded soil per second, 
q is in in. per second, and 
R2 equals . 9571 and SEE equals .3845 . 
Thus, sediment discharge, qs, sedimentconcentration , 
Cs , and erosion, Er , produce similar correlations 
when independent variables are used . 
Median Transported Sediment Diameter, d50 , as Depen-
dent Variable 
Median transported sediment di(ll!1eter, d50 , for 
each run was related to slope, S
0 
, and intensity of 
rainfall, r The correlations are: 
Seguence: of resression eguations i g§. t R2 
d5o • L/•1.617 so . 306 .8612 .0840 . 8612 (167) 
d5o • L/ •1.673 so.306 r .037 .8663 .0838 .0071' (168) 
in which 
d50 is in mm, and 
r is in feet per hour. 
The slope was the first to enter the equation and pro-
duced a high negative correlation. In this run, r , 
when ent ered, was not s i gnificant at all. Negative 
correlation of d
50 
with slope could be expl ained by 
the fact that finer sediments are washed down faster 
than coarser sediments on a steeper slope because of 
the lack of cohesiveness of the particles. Different 
units of r only change the value of the constant as 
follows: 
(169) 
with R2 equal to .8683 and SEE equal to . 0838, and 
with r in in. per second. 
A computer analysis to obtain a relation for d50 
as 3 function of the remaining independent variables 
resulted in 
(170) 
with R2 equal to . 8908 and SEE equal to .0812, with 
r in in . per second . 
~tcan Velocity of Overland Flow as a Dependent Variable 
The results of statistical analysis up to this 
point show that velocity is one of the var iables most 
highly correlated to sediment discharge, concent ra-
tion, and erosion. But variables are correlated with 
velocity; that is, although velocity was assumed to be 
an independent variable with regard to sedimentation, 
i t, in turn, is dependent upon slope, rainfal l inten-
sity or excess, and surface roughness. An analysis of 
such variables will, therefore, he lp in determining 
which variables corre lated with velocity correlated 
significantly with sediment discharge, sedi~ent con-
centration, and erosion . 
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So far this distance, X , has not been included 
as a variable in the analysis. Now the distance, X , 
is entered into the analysis by using measured veloci-
t i es at di stances of 3, 6, 12 and 16 feet, so that vel-
ocity appears as a function of dista·nce as well as of 
other independent variables . Velocity as a function 
of slope, S
0 
, rainfall excess, q
0 
, depth of f l ow, 
d , kinematic viscosity, v , and distance, X , gives 
the following sequence of regression equations : 
Segue-nee o£ rosros!!.ion tguations i ~ AR2 
u •• s. 2ZO q . 663 . 4054 .5081 .4054 (171) 0 
u . c4.160 q .663 x·S92 
0 
, 67U . 3805 . 2~60 (172) 
ii' • (l/ e5 . 782) '1,.1.156 
xl.236/dl.g02 s .484 
0 . &541 .2567 .1834 (173) 






.8641 . 2502 . 0093 (174) 
in which 
u is in feet per second at a given distance, 
qo is in feet per second, 
d is in feet. 
The most significant variabl es are q
0 
and X The 
slope gives negative correlation because d enters 
into the equation before 5
0 
, so that slope and d 
are related with each other in negative cor relation. 
When d is eli minated from the above analysis, 
the result is: 
Seguence o£ res-ression esuations i g§. 6R2 





.b63 x.S92 .671~ .3605 .2660 (176) 
u = .4 .625 .641 x.S92 s .375 
qo o .8138 .3082 .1424 (177) 




. 37S /vl.664 .8228 .2886 .0090 (178) 
Equations (177) and (178) are similar to Eq. (36), de-
rived analytically, except for the constant and the 
coefficients, which differ slightly. \'/hen d is re-
moved from analysis, the s l ope is positively correlated 
with velocity. 
Finally, 3S with Cs and qs , velocity, u , was 
also run through the computer as a function of Re 
and S
0 
Reynolds number, Re was the most highly 
correlated independent variable, accounting for 70.4 
percent of the variation in this analysis. The corre-
lations are: 
Seguence of resreuion equations i ~ t.R2 
u • (l/e3.3769l) R1 . 6Sl .1on .3584 . 7042 (179) 
u • (l/o2.69647) Re.617 so ·;;;;6 .8177 .:el• . 1135 (180) 
ln subsequent sections the calculaceci velocities in 
Eq . (ISO) will be compared with measur ed velocicies . 
Depth of Flow as Dependent Variable 





gives the following equations : 





d • (1/ o7.502)/So. ·~ .SS95 . ~6&3 . 5395 (lSI) 
d • 11108.110> x·;•o150.~l8 . 7811 . 1863 . 2416 ( 18~) 
d. {l/o5.J72) X.S40 ~0 .27!150 . -<52 .9685 .0712 .1874 ( 133) 
Kinematic viscosity, v , did not enter into regres-
sion. Depth of flow is related to s lope, as opposed 
to velocity, in negative correlation. When slope be-
comes st eeper , flow changes from subcritical to super-
critical . 
Depth as a funct ion of Reynolds number, Re , and 
s l ope , S
0 
, was correlated first with S
0 
before 
Re becomes negative correlation. The equations are: 
Se!!.uenc:e Gf Teareulon eguac.i ons ~ ~ ' 6~-
d • (l/o7 .502)/So ... 38 . SS9• .:6a~ .5394 (184) 
~ • (l/e8 .Sl7) R0 .304/ S . 173 
0 
.~63~ .0768 . -<237 ( 185) 
Throughout all of the anal yses , v had no signi-
ficance because it was const ant. Velocit y, rainfall 
excess , slope, and Reynolds number are the important 
varj ab l es, those significantly corr elat ed to sediment 
discharge , sediment concentration , and erosion . Al-
though length of s l ope , X , is an i mportant factor 
affecting sediment discharge and erosion , i t coul d not 
be t ested in this analysis because it had almost a con-
s t ant value during all runs excpet for a s l ight change 
with slope . This is one of the limitations inherent in 
the st udy which future research should eliminate. 
RILL ANALYSIS 
Ri ll erosion starts by channeling flow through 
microchannel s small er than rills. If channels can be 
obliterat ed by tillage they are called rills; if they 
cannot be, they are called gullies. Thus, a rill is 
an advanced stage of sheet er osion, whereas a "gully" 
is an advanced stage of rill. The rate of rill ero-
sion depends mainly on rainfall intensity, slope of 
sur face, properties of soi l, and surface conditions 
(roughness, vegetation, tillage , etc . ) . Predicting 
rill and gully deve lopment is not easy because the 
factors affect ing rill and gully development are not 
well defined (Schwab, et a l., 1966). 
In this section the values and the ratios ob-
tained from ri ll observations were analyzed by com-
puter in terms of given independent var iables . In the 
following analyses, rainfall intensity, r, and rain-
fall excess, q
0 
, are expressed in terms of ft/sec; 
water discharge, q , is expressed i n terms of cfs/ft 
of width; Re and 5
0 
are dimensi onless; ril l area/ 
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total area ra~io, AR/~ , and total volume/rill vol-
ume ratio , VR/VT , are dimensionl ess; averaged depth 
of gully, OR , is expressed i n terms of ft /hr /ft of 
widt h; and volume of gul ly, VR , is expressed in 
terms of ft3/hr/ ft of width. 
Rill/Surface Area Ratio as a Dependent Variable 
The surface area of rills for each run divided by 
the total area of flume surface gives the rill/ area 
ratio, AR/~ . This ratio is analyzed in terms of 
surface slope, rainfal l intensity, rainfall excess, 
water discharge , and Reynolds number. 
Neglecting q
0 
, q , and Re , the AR/Ay ratio 
as a function of r and 
?eguE~nce of rearession C!)\l3.ticns 
AR/"'f • (1/• 1 .5~71 
r . 41S 
v~ · ( l /01. :69) 




~ SE~ ~R2 
. 7052 .1398 . 7052 (l86} 
.9400 .0645 .2348 (l87) 
Thus, rainfall intensity explains 70 . 5 percent of all 
var iations i n the rill area ratio. 
Eliminati ng r , q , and Re , the ratio AR/~ 





Sequt.nce of resr•ssion egu.uons i ~ t.Rz 
"RI~ • 02. 146 q0.HO . 7418 .!308 . 7418 ( US) 
A.,.llo.r • .2.352 ~0 .331 50.165 .9341 .0676 .1923 (189) 
The ratio AR/~ as a function of q and so 
yiel ds: 
S~uence of reare.sston egua~ton!i R2 SEE ~R2 
AR/~ • 0 !.204 <t' 340 • 7418 .1308 . 74 18 (l90) 
"RI"'r • 01.435 ~.S3 1 50.165 .9341 . 0676 . 1923 (L9l) 
The AR/Ay ratio as a function of slope and Rey-
nolds number yields the following dimensionless form 
of correlation : 
s.g,u•n"' of :earosuon !SUations i ~ 
, 
!:!:. 
A.,.l~ • (l/t2 .686) R0 . 356 . 797S .1158 .7975 (192) 
"RIAr. ( l/t2.345) Re'338 50 .14357 .9406 .0142 .1431 ( 19$) 
The Reynolds number is the variable most correlated to 
AR/~ , with almost 80 percent of the variations ex-
pliiined by it. Water discharge gives the same ~orre­
lation as rainfall excess with a dependent var1able, 
excluding t he constant . Therefore, q was eliminated 
from further analyses . 
Averaged Rill Depth as a Dependent Variable 
Dept hs of rills measured at the end of each run 
were averaged as representative of each run . These 
averaged values were correl:lted to the independent 
variables of rainfall intenstiy, slope, rainfall ex-
cess, and Reynolds number. The results of the analy-
sis of rill depth as a function of given variables 
have been combined and gi ven simultaneously. 
Rill depth, DR , was first related to r and 




, and finally to Re and 
was kept in the analysis for each 
trial, while the other independent variables were 
changed. The sequence of correlations obtained from 
thes e analyses is a:> follo1~s: 
Sequonce o! reJroSsiOO'I eguati<'n~ R2 ill 6R
2 
OR • ( l /c7.639) 1'2 . 748 .Sli9 1. 382~ .5179 (1~4) 
0 • (l/c4.J06) r2. 7JS S 1.964 R o 
.9720 .341( . 45•1 (195) 
OR • 0 17,598 q
0
2.2;6 . 5654 l. 3131 .S6S4 (196) 
O 19 .89~ 2.191Sl.SSO 
R • • qo o .9674 .3613 .•020 
(197) 
OR • ( 1/ 0 15. 184) Re2.440 .6256 l. 2187 .~256 (198) 
DR • {1/e1l.l88L Re:.219 S01.708 
.9637 .3883 .3381 (199) 
Rill Volume, VR and Rill Volume/Total Erosion Volume 
Ratio, VR/VT , as Dependent Variables 
Rill volume was then related to slope, rainfall 
intensity, rainfall excess, and Reynolds number, and 
the independent variables were correlated to the 
rill/erosion ratio, VR/VT , in the same ~>·ay previous-
ly mentioned in this section . The analysis of VR 
with these variables yields correlations as follows: 
Sequence of regres sion eguations R2 SEE wt2 
VR • ( 1/.,6.464) ,..3.163 .S49. 1.4939 .S4!14 (200) 
VR • ( 1/ 0 2.602) rl.l63 s/· 147 .9838 .2900 .4144 (201) 
VR • 0 22.517 0.,2.616 . 5968 J .4131 .5969 (202) 
VR • &25.018 q
0
2.S22 s/·016 .9789 .3305 .3821 (203) 
vR • (1/ 015.096) Roz.aoo .6580 1.3015 .6580 (204) 
VR • (1/ 0 10. 765) Re2.SS7 S 1 .851 
0 
.9763 .3510 .3183 (205) 
The rill/erosion ratio, VR/VT , as a func t ion of given 
independent variables yields : 
segut"nc:c oi r-c~rrss ion ecul.t ions R2 ~ 6R
2 
VR/VT • (l/o2.01S) ... 610 .5790 . 2711 . 5790 (206) 
"·/"·r • (l/cl.337l r.610 50. 376 .9579 .OS77 • 3789 (207) 
V /V • 3.552 .506 
R T 0 qo 
.6242 .2561 .6242 (208) 
v IV • 3.988 . 486 S .351 
R T 0 qo o .9532 
.0925 . 3290 (209) 
VR/VT • (l/e3.674) Ro'S;;a .6904 .2325 .6904 (210) 
VR/VT • (1/e2.n7) Ro' 496 so . 3l9 .9585 .0871 .2681 (211) 
The Reynolds number is , once again, one of the 
most important parameters in predicting rill geometry. 
Rainfall intensity, or rainfall excess, or water dis-
charge and slope are the second and third most impor-
tant paramet ers. The dimensionless form of the corre-
lations is important in comparing this study with any 
other study . Therefore, special emphasis Ls given to 
the equations that are in dimensionless form, espe-
1 cially those including Reynolds number and slope. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Jn this section, figures are explained and dis-
cussed briefly, and selected prediction equations are 
explained with application and comparison. Predicted 
val ues versus measured values are plott ed and compared 
for sediment discharges, mean l ocal velocity, and gul-
ly geometry. Final l y, field application of the ero-
sion-loss-prediction equation is explained, with its 
limitations and advantages. 
ANALYTICAL RESULTS 
Longitudinal Mean Local Velocity Prof i l e 
.n 
Equation (36) , suggested by a simplification of 
the Navier-Stokes equation for parallel flow, indi-
cates velocity could be approximated by parabolic 
curve. It was found that Eq. (36) and regression Eq. 
(178) derived from data are comparable. Therefore, 
~e1•ton ' s law of viscosity is ;tpplicable for spatially 
varied, steady overland flow under rainfall with l ow 
Reynolds number. It appears that the parabolic verti-
cal velocity profile is a good approximation of over-
land flow under rainfall. 
Sediment Transport Equations 
Sediment-transport equations developed by dimen-
sional analysis, computer analysis of data, and model 
assumptions are similar in general form. They are al-
so comparable for their terms in a physical sense. 
Equation (89) is a dimensionless form of sediment-
transport equation as a function of Reynolds number, 
slope, porosity, and roughness characteristlcs. Equa-
tion (143) is the prediction equation of sediment dis-
char~e devel oped from regression analysis of data in 
terms of Reynolds number and slope. A compar ison o f 
the two equations shows that terms included in the 
equat ions are identical except that porosity and 
roughness were entered as a constant i n Eq. (143) . 
Equations (74) and (155) represent a model, and an 
equation obtained from a model, respectively, f or sed-
iment transport in terms of stream power . Although 
terms of Eq. (143) look different from terms of Eq. 
(155), their physical significance i s similar . 
E.quation (143) contains slope, viscosity, and 
Reynolds number, which includes rainfall excess and 
f l ow length or water discharge . Equation (155) con-
tains mean velocity and tractive force which includes 
depth of f low, viscosity, and slope . Thus, both Eq . 
(143) and Eq. (155) include water discharge, viscos-
ity, and slope . 
The resul t s of dimensional analysis, 
analysis of data, and assumed model, then, 
to be similar. 
regression 
are found 
FIGURES AND SIGNIFICANT RELATED VARIABLES 
This section highlights the significance of fig-
ures and variables related to sediment transport. 
Thei r signif icance lies in showi ng a single correla-
t ion between dependent and independent variables, 
which in t urn shows the general trendof relationships. 
Data plotted in these f igures were also analyzed in 
multiple correlation, from which regression equati ons 
were selected. 
Sediment Concentrati on Versus Time 
Figures 6 to 11 show the change of instantaneous 
sediment concentration, Ci , with time on 5.7- to 40-
percent slopes with a given rainfall intensity . Aver-
aged values of Ci were calculated for the entire 60. 
minites, the first 30 minutes, and the last 30 minutes 
for all runs . There were no significant differences 
between t he three averaging methods, and the average 
concentration as calculated from the 60-minute record 
was used in all computati ons. 
A statistical analysis was al so performed on t he 
concentration-versus-time data. For all runs Ci was 
found to be independent of time. In some of the fig -
ures Ci varied wi th t for short peri ods of time. 
These variations were believed to be the result of the 
formation of ril l s but no comprehensive study of rills 
was done . Also, in many of the runs steady- state con-
ditions were not reached during the first few mi nutes . 
Slope and Intensity of Rainfall 
Figures 12 to 19 show the relationship between 
sediment yield in different units on di fferent slopes 
for gi ven intensity of rainfall. These figures have 
essentially the same meaning, since it was only sedi-
ment transport t hat was expressed in di fferent units; 
therefore, the s hapes of the figures are similar . Sed-
iment yield (erosion loss) increased s light l y with 
slope , almost in a straight line at the lesser inten-
sity of 1.25 in. per hour, but increasing rapidly 
at the higher i ntensities of 2 . 25 , 3.65 and 4 .60 
in. per hour . Rainfall intensity of 1. 25 in. per 
hour may be very near critical rainfall (that in-
tensity which starts erosion) for the type of soil 
studied in this exper i ment. Therefore, increases in 
slope do not materially increase erosion loss with 
this intensity of rainfall. Erosion loss i ncreased 
relatively more s lowly with slopes up to 15 than with 
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sl opes between 15 and 35 . Aft er s lope of 35, erosion 
loss seems to be less again. 
Among the most i mportant factors affecting ero-
sion loss are steepness and l ength of s lope . The pres-
ent study (Eq . 131) found the rate of erosion to 
change wi th 1.66 power of slope s teepness. 
Nater Discharge 
Figure 20 shows that sediment discharge increased 
slowly 1dth increasing water discharge on slopes of 
5 . 7 to 15 percent but increased rapidly on slopes of 
20 to 40 percent. Figure 21 shows that water dis-
charge was constant and s t eady with respect to slope. 
~lean Local Velocity, Depth of Fl ow Versus Length of 
Figures 22 to 27 show the relation between length 
of slope and mean velocity, or mean depth, for given 
slope and i ntensi ty of rainfall. Velocity increased 
nonlinearly with i ncrement of slope length. Depth 
of flow i ncreased more with slope length on smaller 
slopes than on larger slopes. Mean velocity of over-
land flow increased with .59 power of slope length and 
.375 power of s lope steepness, accordi ng to data anal-
ysis, and .666 power of slope length and . 333 power of 
s lope steepness , according to the analytical analysis 
using the parabol ic vertical velocity assumpt ion . 
Thus , t hose assumptions are just ified by data analysis. 
Because of the steep but short segment of slope. and 
very shallow depth of water , the flow can be said t o 
be great ly i nfluenced by viscosity; therefore , flow is 
laminar. 
Flow Propertkes, Reynolds Number, and Fr oude Number 
As shown in Table 8, Reynolds numbers are very 
sma l l (less that 130), while Froude numbers are high 
(0 .6 to 5. 4) . According to these Froude numbers, 
most of the flows were supercritical; it is an unusual 
phenomenon to find supercritical laminar flow in prac-
tice, yet according to the Reynolds number and criti-
cal Reynolds n~ber gi ven by Chen and Chow (1968) , the 
f l ow of the present study fal ls into this supercriti-
cal- laminar- flow c l ass . Although this flow is contin-
uously disturbed by raindrops , i t is not a turbulent 
flow, because 1) the Reynolds number is low and 2) 
perturbations of flow by t he raindrops die out as. soon 
as raindrop impact is dimi nished . This flow probably 
repr esents the beginning of a l aminar- sublayer of an 
undeveloped turbul ent flow; it will be termed in this 
study agitated supercritical laminar f low. 
Figure 28 s hows a relationship between Re and 
f . Figures 30 to 34 show a relationship between f 
and distance, X , for given rainfal l intensities on 
given slopes. Friction factors, which are t aken from 
Table 9, are exponentially decreasing with Reynolds 
number and distance, especially under higher intensi-
ties of rainfall . 
PREDICTION EQUATIONS 
In the following sect ions , pr ediction equations, 
derived both from the computer analysis of data and 
from analysis , are presented for velocity, sediment 
discharge and concentration, and gully geometry . Se-
lected prediction equations are listed in Table 14. 
The discussion compares theory and measured values 
with predicted values. One of the most impor tant ob-
jectives, of course , is to show how to predict soil 
loss from ovet'land flow; therefore, special considera-
tion i s given to predicting sediment discharge . Be-
cause mean velocity of overland flow as an independent 
variabl e is one of the basic factor s affect ing sedi-
ment discharge, more attention is given to velocity 
than to other independent variables , so that the phe-
nomenon can be better understood. 
Veloci ty is important not only i n sediment trans-
port but also i n boundary shear and stream power, fac-
tors which determine the rate of sediment discharge . 
Although ~ractive force, velocity, and stream power 
are important , it is very diffi cult t o measure or 
evalua~e them for overland f l ow generated by rainfall. 
Therefore, regression equations with s lope, water dis-
charge, rainfall excess, and Reynolds number, which 
are easier to measure, are useful t o predict sediment 
dischar ge . Moreover, velocity and shear stress are 
related to the variables above. Thus, the s lope, the 
Reynolds number (which includes rainfall excess) , and 
the distance are the dominant parameters for any pre-
diction equation presented in these sections. 
Mean Velocity of Overland Flow 
Wi th the assumpt ion of Sf = S
0 
, mean velocities 
were calculated using analytical Eq. (36) . Predicted 
values were plotted against measured mean velocities 
at given distances, slopes, and rainfall intensities, 
as shown in Table 15 and Figs. 35 and 36. In the 
figures , the difference between the perfect l i ne (the 
llne with a 45° axis) and the actual line shows that 
predicted values are less than measured values. These 
differences come from the assumption of Sf = S
0 
, be-
cause Sf is always greater than S
0 
for spatially 
varied flow, especially under rainfall i mpact. Accord-
ing tO Eq. (36) , the greater the Sf , the higher the 
velocity. So, although there arc discrepancies, Eq. 
(3b) gives fairly good approximations . If Sf were 
evaluated, much better results could be obtained. The 
correlation between measured values (Table 10) and 
predicted values (Table 36) is very high, with R2 
equal to . 9885. 
The second prediction equation used was regres-
sion Eq. (180) ; from i t mean local vel oci ties of over-
land f l ow were calculated and then plotted at given 
distances, s l opes , and int ensities, as sho~>·n in Table 
16 and Figs. 37 and 38. Comparison of the predicted 
values shown in Table 37 with the measured values 
shown in Table 10 indicates that predicted va l ues are 
s l ightly less than measured values except for vel oci-
ties at 16 feet, which are almost t he same . These dif-
ferences, shown i n Figs . 37 and 38, come from regr es-
sion Eq. (180) . This could explain only 82 percent of 
the variat ion of vel ocities, having R2 of .8177 , and 
thus leaving 18 percent still unexplained. Although 
predicted values of velocities differ from their mea-
sured values , the correlation among t hem, with R2 
equa l to .9880, is very high. 
Equation (178), der ived fr om data analysis , was 
not used to predict velocity because of i ts s imilarity 
to Eq . (180); however , it does show near agreement 
with coefficient s of Eq. (36) , derived analyt ically 
(see Table 14). This comparison helps to clar ify the 
mathematical model of overland flow-velocity variation 
under rainfall . 
Computing mean velocity using Eq. (36) as a mathe-
matical model of over land f l ow means assuming laminar 
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and paral lel fl ow for shor t i ncrements of distance. 
In a future study, a ~athcmatical model should be der-
ived for turbulence flow as well. 
Sediment Concentration and Erosion Depth 
Sediment concentration, sediment discharge, and 
erosion depth all have the same physical significance 
in relating independent variables, because sediment 
concentrat i on is a di mensionless form of sediment dis-
charge and erosion depth is the conversion of sediment 
weight into depth of surface . Therefore, selected 
equations for predicting discharge (but not sediment 
concentration and erosion depth) were used here, since 
all three are simply different ways of representing 
erosion loss. 
Sediment Discharge 
The sediment ·transport model, Eq. (74), whose co-
efficients and const ant were determined by data analy-
sis in Eq . (155), was used to predict sediment dis-
charges for each run, which were t hen pl otted against 
measured values. Next, sediment discharges were pre-
dicted and plotted using Eq. (143). Predicted values 
and measured values comparing the two methods are 
listed i n Table 17. The plot s of predicted ver sus 
measured values are shown in Figures 39 and 40. Both 
tables and figures show that predicted values of sedi-
ment discharges are less than measured va lues . A com-
parison of predicted values obtained by Eqs. (143) and 
(1S5) with measured values of sediment transport gives 
2 2 a high correlat ion, having R equal to . 983 and R 
equa l to .97, respectively. Although correlation be-
tween predicted and measured values is very high, 
there are certain l i mitations in the use of these 
equations. First , Eq. ( ISS) depends on the calcula-
tion of ~0 , which is based on velocity measurements; 
the effect of velocity changes on ~0 is thus very 
significant . Therefore, the eval uat ion of ~0 , as 
well as measurement of velocities . i s important. 
Secondly, Eq. (143) was obt ained fr om the analysis of 
data coll ected on the model experi ment under simulated 
rainf all. It is not known how we l l simulated rainfal l 
represents t he natural rainfal l of a particularregion , 
or how much erosion due to laminar overland f low from 
disturbed sandy soil over uniform s l ope represents 
erosion over undisturbed natural soi 1. ~1oreover , the 
length of slope did not vary during the experiment, 
although i t s eff ect on erosion is quite significant. 
In spite of the fact that l imitations are impor-
tant, the models are good enough to enable us to un-
derst and the mechanism of soil erosion and t o approxi-
mate soil loss under similar conditions. Thr oughout 
the data analysi s , the Reynolds number, s lope, and 
velocity were important factors affecting erosion and 
sediment discharges, especiall y the Reynol ds number, 
which is defined as Re • q
0
X/v and inc ludes rainfall 
, excess, distance, and kinematic viscosity. As an 
earlier section shows, the whol e probl em in sediment 
transport by overland flow, especially that generated 
by rainfall, is to find a way to determine either T 
0 
or Sf and f . Therefore T
0 
is calculated direct-
ly from momentum equation without Sf and f . The 
advantage of Eq . (143) is that it is simple, easy and 
dimensionless , which makes it useful in comparing the 
dat a of other r esearchers . 
The other equations in Tabl e 14 were not tested 
for predicting sedi ment discharge, because they are 
similar t o these two equations, but were sel ected so 
that lhey could be compared with each other . In par-
ticular the model assumed by Meyer and Wischmeier 
(1969), Eq. (72) , has al~ost the same coefficients as 
E~. (131) , ~hich has obtained by the regression analy-
SlS of data, except that coefficient of water dis-
charge, q , differs, because Eq. (72) is in a more 
general form than Eq . (131) . 
Rill Geometry 
One of the important but poorly defined subjects 
in erosion study is rill -and-gully geometry . There is 
very little exact theoretical basis for predicting 
rill-and-gully geometry. 
Data analysis shohs that rainfall and slope are 
the most important variables affecting rills. Because 
Reynolds n~ber includes rainfall, prediction equa-
tions with Reynolds number and slope are preferred, as 
before. 
The relative rill surface area over total area 
f:or each run was predicted by usjng Eq. (193) , and 
relative r il l erosion, which means volume of rill over 
total volume of erosion, was predicted by Eq. (211) . 
The predicted values for each run are listed in Table 
18. The r emaining selected equat1ons in Table 14 
which differ from each other only slightly, are give~ 
as possible prediction equations for different forms 
of rill geometry. They can be used in the same manner 
and for the same purpose as others which have been ex-
plained. 
Comparison of measured values in Table 10 with 
predicted values in Table 18 shoh'S very close agree-
ment. Correlation between predic ted and measured val-
2 ues is very high, with R equal to .985. Both t ables 
show that erosion l oss from gul lies r anges fr om 10 
percent t o 48 percent , and similarly, that relative 
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rill surface area ranges from 18 percent to 45 peTcent 
for our experiment. 
FIELD APPLICATION OF RESULTS 
An objective of this study was to seek a. way to 
develop a soil loss prediction equation that could be 
used in the field for a single st orm, one that was 
simple, accurate, and supported by basic concepts of 
hydraulics and theory. Since sel ected equations in 
Table 14 meet these criteria any one of them could 
serve these purposes. 
Equation (143) can be used as a first approxima-
lion of soil loss resulting from overland flow genera-
led by a single storm. The equation can be used when-
ever conditions are similar or when certain modifica-
tions of the constants are made. The r easons for 
selecting this equat1on are that ( 1) the terms in the 
equation can be determined easily and without any 
major errors or easi ly obtained from meteorological 
stations, (2) anyone with a basic i dea of hydraulics 
can use this equation to est imate soil loss , (3) the 
equation is not time-consuming, and (4) it is t here-
fore economical to use. ~loreover, this equation yields 
results comparabl e with those from t he models accepted 
in the literature and from dimensional anal ysis. 
Kn~wing the Reynolds n~ber, in including discharge , 
ra1nfall, and length of s lope, decreases the possibil -
ity of major error in determining Sf , f , or 'o 
There are, however, some limitations to its use. 
For instance , in the present study the equation for 
predicting sediment discharge was based upon data ob-
tained only for (1) sandy disturbed soil, (2) simulat ed 
rainfall with a limited range of rainfall intensities , 
(3) bar e, smooth surface , and (4) short distance of 
slope . 
TABLE lJ. SELECTED PREDICTION EQUATIONS lv1UCH ARE OBTAINED FROM 
~ONLINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS AND ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS 
No . Equations 
1 u = c..A3v)l/3 s£1/3 qo2/3 x2/3. (....&.) . 333 s .333 . 666 x.666 3v f qo 
3 u = (l /e2 .69687) Re .627 5 .33598 
0 
4 c = e9.59952 u.82628 s 1.59977 
s 0 
5 c = 09 .55318 Re.96315 S 1.45277 
s 0 
9 11.7269 2 .03475 s 1.66374 qs e q o 
10 10. 50448 2 .03475 s 1.66374 
qs = e qo o 
11 q = (l/el1.64517) Re2. 05403 S 1.46002 
s 0 
12 qs = e . 7441 ((t _ t )u)l. 5836 
0 c 
13 ~'Ar = 
2.35186 . 33062 s .16547 
e qo o 
14 A /A- . (l/e2.344968) Re.33758 5 .14357 R T o 
15 v a e25 .01813 2 .52194 s 2.01617 
R qo o 
16 v = (1/ 0 10.76525) Re2.55688 5 1.85121 R o 
l/Equation number and how derived. 
~Analytically derived equation . 
~Regression equation. 





( 40) ANALY .-
3/ 
.8228 . 2836 (178) REG .-
.8177 . 2834 (180) REG . 
.9347 . 3241 (112) REG. 
.9224 . 3674 (117) REG . 
(88) ANALY . 












(168) ~10DL.- lb/sec/ f t 
of width 
.9588 . 3805 (131) REG. 





.9517 . 4119 (143) REG. lb/sec/ft 
of width 
.9195 . 5196 (155) ~!ODL- lb/sec/ft 
REG. ~/ of width 
. 9341 . 0676 (1'19} REG . 
.9406 .0142 (193) REG . 
. 9789 . 3305 (203) REG. 
. 9763 . 3510 (:!OS) REG. 
.9532 .0925 (209) REG . 





f t 3 /ft3 
~Assumed model which its coefficients were found by data analysis. 
§/Units which values are predicted. 
Note: Units of independent variables are: Sf and 5
0 
are in ft/ft, q
0 
is in ft/soc, q is in cfs/ft 
of width, X is in ft, e is natural logarithm base, v is f t 2/sec , Re is dimensionless . 
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TABLE 15. PREDICTED ~1EAN LOCAL VELOCITIES OF OVERLAND FLOW 
GENERATED BY RAINFALL AT A GIVEN DISTANCE FOR 




















































Predicted velocities, u's in ft/sec 
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TABLE 16. PREDICTED MEAN LOCAL VELOCITIES OF OVERLAND FLOW GENERATED BY RAINFALL AT A GIVEN DISTru~CE FOR EACH 
RUN FROM REGRESSION EQUATION 
(EQUATION 180: u. (1/e2 .69687) Re'6270 50 .33598) 
Predicted u' s in ft/sec 
Run No. @ 3' Q 6' @ ll2 ' @ 16' 
I .062179 .09603 .1483 .1776 
li .1052133 .162486 .25094 . 2998 
III .15065 .23262 .35924 .42984 
IV .17 731 .27382 .42291 .50602 
v .07756 . 11978 .18499 .22048 
VI .13027 . 20118 .31069 . 37178 
VII .18640 . 28787 .4445 .5324 
VIII .218041 . 33675 .52007 .62288 
IX .09604 .14832 . 22894 . 2742 
X .1481 .22877 .3530 .42312 
XI .2228 .34406 .5317 .63668 
XII .2656 .41013 .6336 . 75868 
XIII .11250 . 1737 .2683 .32146 
XIV .16621 . 25676 .39655 .4749 
XV .25483 .3935 .60777 . 72784 
XVI .29397 .4540 . 70112 .8397 
XVII .131126 .2021 .3127 .37483 
XVIII .20116 .31076 .47584 .5745 
XIX . 29828 .6406 .7647 .85188 
XX .337365 .52103 .80463 .9637 
XXI .14676 . 22576 .34895 .41752 
XXII .22209 .34298 .52968 .6344 
XXIII .32908 .50822 . 78477 .94006 
XXIV .37186 .57417 .88694 1.06225 
TABLE 17. MEASURED AND PREDICTED SEDI~IENT DISCHARGES BY EQUATION {143) AND EQUATION (155) RESPECTIVELY 
(EQUATION (143): q = (1/e11.64517 Re2.05403 s 
s 1.46002)) 
0 





Measured qs by Equation 4-47 by Equation 4-59 
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TABLE IS. PREDICTION OF RILL GEONETRY 
(EQUATION (193): AR/Ar 
(EQUATION (209): VR/VT 
~IA.r 
(l/e2 .344968) Re.33759 5 .14357) 
0 
(1/e2.92708) Rc . 49654 S .31906) 
0 
VR/VT 
(predicted by (predicted by 
Run No. Equation 
I .17887 




VI . 26069 
VII .3163 
VIII . 34418 
IX .21795 
X . 2753 
XI . 34304 
XII . 3770 
XIII .2349 
XIV .28983 
XV . 36473 
XVI .393904 
XVII . 25132 
XVIII .3163 







The main objectives of this research were to 
study the mechanics of soil erosion from overland flow 
generat ed by simulated rainfall, to study the most im-
portant factors affecting soil erosion. and to develop 
a soil -loss prediction equation . 
Experiments were conducted and data collected for 
sediment concentration, surface velocit y of overland 
flow, water discharge, water temperature, infiltration 
rate. bulk density of surface soil, slope, intensity 
of rainfall, and rill geometry. The eroded sediment s 
collected were dried, weighed, and sieved for grain-
si:e distribution . 
The results and conclusions of this study involve 
the limitations of the use of (1) sandy distrubed 
soil, (2) Reynolds number to 130, (3) intensity of 
simulated rainfall ranging from 1.25 in. to 4.60 i n. 
per hour, ( 4) slopes ranging from S. 7 to 40 percent, 
(5) flume dimensions of 4 'xS' xl6' , and (6) s teady, spa-
tially varied flow under constant uniform rainfall and 
infiltration. 
The major conclusions are summarized bel ow: 
l. Longitudinal mean l ocal velocity of spatially 
varied, steady overland flow can be predicted in terms 
of viscosity, gravitational acceleration, friction 
slope, rainfall excess, and length of run . The derived 
equation is: 
u = ( ~.)\I ) • 333 s . 333 . 666 x.666 f qo 

























The regression equation obtained from data analysis is: 




.64 X.S9 . 
The derived and regression equations were comparable . 
Hence, it was concluded that a parabolic vertical vel-
ocity profile and Newton's law of viscosity 1vere ap-
plicable for spatj ally varied, steady overland flow 
under rainfall with a low Reynolds number . 
2. The boundary shear stress, 'o , can be ap-
proximated from the momentum equation of overland flow 
under rainfall by the numerical method. 
3. The dimensionless form of the sediment-trans -
port equation was found to be a function of Reynolds 
number, slope, porosi:ty, and roughness character is-
tics, as fo llows : 
cs = 0 ( Re, S
0
, P, d~o) . 
4 . Reynolds number and s l ope were found to be 
the most important parameters in sediment transport. 
The prediction equation developed from the regression 
of data is: 
Sediment dischar ge increased with the square of Rey-
nolds number, Re and an almost 3/2-power of the 
slope. 
5 . It was concluded that srream po~>er, 1
0 
u , 
gives better prediction of sediment discharge than 
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boundary shear , t
0 
alone . The model der ived f rom 
regression anal ysi s of the data is: 
qs = e. 744 ( (•o - 'c ) u ) l.584 
6 . Analysis indicates that sediment discharge 
increases t he square of water dischar ge, q , and 5/3 
power of the s l ope. This model was comparable to that 
used by Meyer and Wischmeier (1969). 
The regression equation is: 
Meyer and Wischmeier ' s model is: 
STF 5/3 S 5/3 = S 1.666 S 1.666 
qs q o TF q o 
7 . It was concluded that velocity, slope and 
rainfall intensity were the most important factors af-
fecting soil erosion and sediment transport. Velocity 
was found to be important not only in sediment trans-
port, but also in determining the boundary shear and 
the stream power of the f low. Although tractive force 
is an i mportant factor in the overland flow phenomena, 
it has proved very difficult to measure in t he field 
or in the laboratory . Therefore, regression equations 
with easily measurable quantities, such as slope , 
water discharge, rainfall excess, and fluid viscosity, 
were preferred for predicting sediment discharge . 
qoX 
Slope and Reynolds number, Re = -v- , became the dom-
inant parameters for the sediment-transport prediction 
equations. 
8. Sediment discharge increased by 3 . 625 (7/2) 
power of the mean local velocity of overland flow and 
almost the square of rainfall excess (2.13). Velocity 
i ncreased with 2/3 power of the Reynolds number, rain-
fall excess, and water discharge. 
9. Reynolds number, rainfall excess, and water 
discharge each had the same significance and influence 
on mean velocity of overland flow and on sediment 
transport from overland flow. 
10. The relative surface area of rills was 
changed by approximately 1/e power of rainfall excess, 
water discharge, and Reynolds number, and .16 power of 
slope . 
11. The relative volume of r i lls was changed by 
1/2 power of rainfall excess and water discharge, .54 
power of Reynolds number, and approximately 1/3 power 
of slope. 
12. The volume or rills was increased by 2 .52 
power of rainfall excess and water discharge, and 2.64 
power of Reynolds number and square of slope . 
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FUTURE STUDY 
In the future, similar research should be carried 
on with different types of undisturbed soil and wit h 
varying length of slope and larger int ensities of sim-
ulated rainfall approxi mating more closely natural 
rainfall. Roughness properties of different soil 
types and the resistance they offer to overland flow 
under r ainfall should be studied more comprehensively. 
Roughness of soil surface should be defined and a rep-
resentative index of roughness found . With better 
facilities, condi tions, and methods, an attempt s hould 
be made to measure more t
0 
and velocities with res-
pect to distance . Also , Sf and f should be evalu-
ated from t
0 
and the vel ocity change; then Sf and 
f should be related to rainfall i ntensity, slope, and 
roughness characteristics of the soil . 
Better criteria for definin~ the laminar and tur-
bulence flow under rainfall over mobile bed should be 
found . Further, analytical analysis should be done 
and experiments made on turbulence flow; when results 
should be compared with the result s of data analysis 
and l aminar f l ow. The overall conclusions should be 
checked by field study or field data, and the final 
devel oped erosion-loss prediction equation should be 
applied to situations in the field. 
Both theoretical framework and equations should 
be developed for most general conditions of overland-
flow erosion under rainfall. In addition to concepts 
from hydraulics and fluid mechanics, concepts from 
stochastic s~atistics should, wherever necessary, be 
used. 
To test the effect of vegetation on soi l erosion, 
a different type and density of veget at ion should be 
used on various slopes under varying rainfall. The 
hydraulic properties of vegetation on roughness and 
velocity should be studied. The prediction equation 
should include the roughness characteristics of soil 
and the effects of vegetation . 
Because it is impossible to have sheet erosion 
alone, rill and gully erosion should be studied simul-
taneously . After fl ow concentration, small microchan-
nels (rills) st art developing, and these rills begin 
forming gul lies. The mechanics of rill and gully for-
mation and all associated erosion should be s tudied 
and understood. 
APPENDIX 
EFFECT OF VEGETAL COVER ON EROSlON LOSS 
Four runs were made with a 40 percent s lope par-
tially covered with winter wheat (approximately 40 
percent of the area). Data collected from these runs 
included sediment concentration, sediment discharge , 
and water discharge . It was found that this type and 
amount of cover reduced erosion between 38 percent and 
78 per cent with rainfall int ensities of 1.25 to 4.60 
in . per hour. The effect of the vegetal cover as 
an erosion-retarding agent decreased as rainfall in-
tensity increased . Data from these runs was used only 
for qualitative comparison (see Tables A~ l and A-2). 
Vegetal cover affects erosion loss in two ways : 
(1) it dissipates raindrop impact energy and i nter-
cepts rainfall, and (2) it reduces the area exposed to 
erosion. Mor eover, i t reduces erosion loss in indi -
r ect ways; for instance, the roots tend t o bind soil 
particles and the stems to hide eroded particles. If 
soi l partic les arc uniforml y distributed, the hiding 
factor is unity, as Einstein (1950) suggested . How-
ever, vegetal cover will i ncrease the hiding factor 
even if the particles are uniform. 
If the soi l surface i s covered by v~getation , 
raindrops ~>"ill first strike the veget ation and then 
will start flowing downhill; therefore, both splash 
erosion from the impact and the turbulence effect of 
the raindrops wi ll be reduced significantly. Vegetal 
cover i ncreases resistance to overl and flow and depth 
of flow; boundary shear may also increase with depth. 
Though it would appear that increasing boundary shear 
would increase erosion loss, it does not. Boundary 
shear al one is not a good crit erion for erosion loss , 
since an increase in boundary shear is accompanied by 
a decrease in velocity and may be accompanied by a de~ 
crease in stream power; velocity used with boundary 
shear is a better criterion. Moreover, since less area 
is exposed to shear effect in the presence of vegetal 
cover than from a bare area , net erosion l oss i s l ess. 
Figure A~l shows that increasing rainfall inten-
sity reduces the erosion-retardation effect of vegetal 
cover by decr easing the relative effect of vegetal 
cover on impact energy, flow resistance, and f l ow vel-
ocity . Vegetal cover decreases erosion, but the rate 
of decrease depends on the type and density of the 
vegetal cover as well as the intensity of rainfall. 
Figure A-2 shows averaged sediment concentration, 
C
5 
from veget ated surface and bare surface at 40 
percent slope wi th varying intensities of rainfall. 
TABLE A-1. DATA FROM VeGETATED SURFACE RUNS 
Slope Rainfall c ~s q q qo Temp \1 X 10
5 Re 
Intensity s 
{L2/ t ) {\) (in/hr) (ppm) (lb/sec/ft) (cfs) (cfs/ft) (ft /soc) (Co) (q/v) 
40 1. 25 9399. 3 .000094 . 00080 .0016 .00001 18 1.39 11.15 
40 2.25 83464 .98 .003148 .00306 .000601 .000038 18 1.39 42.0 
40 3.65 165815.6 .00829 .0040 . 00080 .000050 18 1.39 57.2 
40 4.60 2237p00 .5 . 02236 . 0080 .0016 .00010 18 1.39 ll.5 
TASLE A~2. CCl-IPARISON BETWEEN VEGETATION AND BARE SOIL 
Slope Rainfall cs . vegetated cs. bare soil Difference Erosion 
Intensity soil tJ. c decreased 
(%) (in/ hr) (!'pm) (ppm) s (\) 
40 l. 25 9399 . 30 44149 34749.7 78.71 
40 2.25 83464.98 207585 124120 59.79 
40 3.65 165815.6 313749 147933.4 47.15 
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